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I dislike wearing hats. ln fact it would not be unfair to call me an incorrigible hoodie.
But when I go to QL shows these days I am never sure which hat I am wearing.

This issue of QL Today will be released at the QL is 21 show and I have more hats
to wear on this occasion than usual. Do I go as a trader; a Quanta committee
member; a show organisor; activity presenter; QL Today editor; or as paparazz* ll
was all much simpler 5 years ago when Quanta held its last major show, also in

Portsmouth, and I went simply as a trader

The QL community has become smaller since those days, but probably not as
small as many feared. All the traders who advertised in the Q12000 show flier are
stillaround, although some are now less active. Five years ago many felt the future
of Quanta was in doubt unless it became a multi-computer platform. Quanta is now
smaller but has largely stemmed the huge losses in membership and cut its running
costs so that you no longer hear talk of selling out to other computer systems. QL
Today was then in its 5th and now in its 10th publishing year lt has survived longer
than any other QL publicalion with the exception of the Quanta Magazine.

There have been changes. ln 2000 the Q40 was at the forefront of QL develop-
menl and the Windows version of QPC still the new kid on the block. Now probably
over half of us use QPC2 as our main QL platform. With the notable exception of
the Q60, hardware has not llourished in the last five years. Software is doing much
better and we are at last seeing the fruits of the new colour and sound possibili-
lies.

Email and internet access was a main theme of Q12000 and both have played an
important role in keeping the QL alive, but not, alas, via the QL. Allhough it is now
possible to access the internet from most QL platforms, as Phoebus Dokos has
described in some delail in QL Today, we are still a long way from user friendly QL
internet and email software.

Looking ahead, we can expect the QL
to continue developing and QL Today
will keep up with these changes. Yet if
we concentrale too much on new
software developments, we can lose
touch with readers whose interest is

mainly in hardware or who still prefer the
simplicity of the old black box. Keeping
the right balance is our greatest
challenge.

He said my punishment was to re-inslall

Windows for etemity!
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Lexicons and QTYP Dictionaries
Dilwyn Jones writes:
I've just added a large collection of QTYP
spell-checker dictionaries to the Dictionaries
page on my web site at

http://wwwdilwyn.uk6. neVindex. html

along with a few Lexicons, mostly for Celtic lan-
guages {Welsh, lrish and Scottish Gaelic, Manx
and Breton). These Lexicons are mostly in plain

text format, while the QTYP lists are in pure

QTYP dictionary format.
The Lexicons are like traditional printed dictiona-
ries on the whole. There's a list ol them below
There are many more, and they will be added as
time allows. I've included a little 2,500 entry
Pocket tnglish dictionary as well as the Celtic
language ones l've akeady converted.
The Lexicons include,
WelshlEnglish dictionary
lrish GaeliciEnglish dictionary
Scottish Gaelic/English dictionary
English/Manx language dictionary
Bretoni English dictionary
English language pocket dictionary

The QTYP files have been compiled from internet
based word lists and from PD/Shareware CD-
ROMs, plus a few freeware Ql-original dictiona-
ries e,g. from national user group freeware col-
lections in [urope
Using something like Geoff Wicks'QTYP [xpand
routine elsewhere on my web site, QTYP owners
can extract the word lists from these as plain

text files quite easily e^g. if you want to port them
for use on other computers, or adapt them for
use with other QL software. ln their present
format, once unzipped they can be used with
QTYP and related applications like Spellcrib.
Due to the sheer size of the expanded plain text
versions, I won't be putting them on my web site
since I doubt that the anticipated low demand will
not make it worthwhile committing such a lot of
web space to them. I am keeping the plain text
dictionaries on my hard disk as part of the PD

Library and would be able to supply them as a
QXL.WIN CD-R for example.
Below is a list of filenames, download size in

brackets, language, number of words in each
dictionary {as reported by QTyp-DED dictionary
editorland the actual size of the QTYP dictionary
when unzipped. The plain text wordlisls extracted
from these dictionaries will generally be much lar-
ger because QTYP applies some compression
Obviously if anyone has more QTYP dictionaries I

would be pleased to add them to the collection,
Of all the QTYP language dictionaries I was able
to locale, the one I want isn't among ihem -

Welsh. lf anyone can find a Welsh word list of sui-
table size for a spell checker t20,000+ words) on
the web I would be very happy to receive a co-
py! All the ones I've been able to find are either
too small or in a format I can't decode.
Here's the list o{ QTYP dictionaries uploaded. l'd

like to acknowledge the help of Robert Newson
in decoding sorne of these files - he found an in-

valuable source of information on the file formats.

FILENAME TANGUAGE WORDS I]NZIPPED LENGTH

qtyp-dani s]n25k. zip (52K)
qtyp-dutch47k. z rp ( 99K)
qtyp-dut c h7 2k . z ip ( t3 4x)
qtyp-dutch17?lk. ztp (ZZIX)
qtyp-freneh89k. zip {43K)
qtyp-f renchlS 6k . zip 0f r)
qtyp-germ an25k. z ip ( 63K)
qtyp-german4gr. zip (&x)
qtyp-german82k. z ip ( ?8K)
qtyp-ital ian2 1k . z,ip (3 4K)
qtyp-ital ian/'6tc, z 1p ( 661{)
qtyp-italian60k. zip (36K)
qtyp-italian8?fk. zip (Sfr)
qtyp-lat 1 n7 TR . zLp ( 3 5K)
qtyp--norwegian6lk. z ip ( 97I()
qtyp-portugueseJsk. z ip ( 69K)
qtyp-spanish86k. zip (L42K)

Danish
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Freneh
French
German

German

German
Italian
Itallan
Italian
Italian
tatin
Norwegian
Portuguese
Spanish

25,LgL
47,698
72,645
r77,W9
89'Lrt
]-36,560
25,947
48,r1o
82,068
21,691
46,339
60,418
87 

'21+,76,990
67,652
38'29/t
86,056

77,4r2 bytes.
753,L9, bYtes.
1.83,06\ bytes,
438,466 bytes.
789,304 bytes.
281,936 bytes.
87,615 bytes.
779,22! bytes.
LLr,716 bytes.
/r3,6!4 bytes.
728,736 bytes.
1i2,311 bytes.
2L7,gr2 bytes.
755'904 bYtes.
155,339 bYbes.
132,085 bfies.
261+,174 bSrtes.
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typ-swedish23k. zlp (40K)
qtyp-UKengl 1 sh11K . z ip (22K)
qtyp-UKeng1ish20k. z ip ( 4?K)
qtyp-UKengl ish25K. zip (, 4K)
qtyp-UKengl isM9K. z iP (/*/*f)
qtyp-.UKengl ish3 5K. z ip ( 56K)
qtyp-UKenglish48k . zip (79K)
qtyp-UKengl i shi 5K . z tp (?].x)
qtyp-UKeng1ish60k. z ip ( Zrr)
qtyp-UKeng11sh70k. z ip ( 99K)
qtyp-UKenglish72K. z ip ( 99K)
qtyp-UKeng1ish75k, z ip ( rO:r< )
qtyp-UKeng1ish82k. z ip ( fl9x)
qtyp-UKeng1ish93k. z ip ( 128K)
qtyp-UKenglish108k. zip ( r:Or)
qtyp-UKeng1ish115k. z ip ( r:gK)
qtyp-UKengl i sh12 5k . z ip ( tgZK)
qtyp-UKengl ish14'7k . zip {2I9K)
qtyp-UKUSAengli.shJO0K. z ip ( f OlX;
qtyp-USAengl ish2lk . zip (1fx)
qtyp-USAengl i sh3 5k . z, ip ( 63K)
qtyp-USAengl ish39K . zip ( 52K)
qtyp-USAenglish48k. z ip ( 71K)
qtyp-USAenglish6lk. z ip ( A1K)
qtyp-USAengl ish13 0k . ?,ip (16rK)
qtyp-USAengl ish23 5K. ziP (/,/,5K)

Swedish
English (lX
English (UK

English (UK

English (UK

English (UK

English (UK

English (UK)

English (UK)

English (uK)
Engrish (UI{)

English (UK)

English (UK)

English (UK)

English (UK)

English (UK)

English (UI()

English (UK)

23,482
]-L,70]-
21,1L4
2r,085
29,8r5
3r,rza
/+8'Br9
55,403
6a.],87
7A,762
72,O4]-
75,000
82,060
93,386
108,917
1L5,gA1
125,gog
147,32t
308,079
21,110
35 

'l+75
39,2r3
48,z9z
6L,336
L30,792
234,236

68,368 bytes.
26,955 bytes.
6L,6r0 bytes.
70,613 bytes.
,81077 bytes.
72,282 bybes.
Ia4,071 bytes.
98,714 bytes.
70O,013 bytes.
134,872 bytes.
L35'237 bYtes.
11.31078 bytes.
L67,039 bytes.
L75,011 bytes.
2A6,L63 bytes.
218,333 bytes.
258,359 bfies.
3A0,63, bytes.
7LBr279 bytes.
6Lr619 bybes.
86,935 bytes.
69,2t3 bytes.
94,246 bytes.
110,200 bybes.
234,1-67 bytes.
638,621+ bytes.

English (uK+usA)
English (USA)

English (USA)

Engli.sh (usA)
English (USA)

English (usA)
English (USA)

English (USA)

Once unzipped, the dictionary filenames are the same as the zipped copies, but without the.zip suffix,
e.g. QTYP-portuguese38k.zip contains qtyp*portuguese3Sk. Rename these as required, or configure

QTYP to use whichever dictionary you want.

TURBO and TurboPTR
George Gwilt writes:

A. TURBO - v5.01 and Turbo TK Code - v3.37

There are three enhancements to TURBO v5.01,

relating to parameters to machine code exten-
sions, stack size and error trapping.

Parameters
TURBO v5.01 allows parameters to machine code
exlensions to be passed by reference, so that
the extension can return a value to that para-

meter lt also allows arrays, and slices of arrays,
to be passed as parameters to machine code ex-
tensions.
lf the program to be compiled contains the com-
mand TURBO-ref there is no restriction to the
parameters which can be passed by value. How-
eve[ such compiled programs can only run on
SMSQ/E. The program will stop with the mes-
sage 'not implemented" unless system variables
start with"SMSQ'

Programs compiled without the command
TURBO-ref will run on alt machines but atl

one-dimensional string parameters will be passed
by value and not by reference.

Stack Size
The standard stack size for compiled programs is
350 bytes. This is too small for some extensions,
notably those in QPTR and in Qmenu. The stack
size of a compiled program can be set by TUR-
BO by configuring parser-task, by the command
TURBO-obistk in the program to be compiled or
from the front panel before compilation begins.
The stack size in a compiled program can also
be changed by using the program ADJ-DS

Frror Trapping
TURBO has always checked that requests for an
array element do not exceed the top limit {or any
dimension. The latest version also checks that
the requests are not negative for any dimension.
Up to now a negative request causes the 'ele-

ment"to be accessed from outside the aciualar-
ray with unpredictable results.

1I,I5I3ffJT{.- '**



Turbo TK Code
The new command TURBO-ref requires v3,37 of
Turbo TK Code.

B. TurboPTR - SETW v6.06

Programs produced by TurboPTR have always
been able to be resized using the PE software.
The latest version of SETVI which produces win-
dow definitions for both TurboPTR {S*BASIC pro-
grams) and CPTR (C programs), allows the set-
ting of I/4, t12,3/4 and the full amount of the
resize value. Previously only the full amount was
able to be set.
All of George Gwilt's programs can be down-
loaded from the SQLUG web site,
www.jmsl.supanet.com

**tut.*tdlr+
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The site also contains the archive of all the UK
General Elections from 1983 onwards. [ach
program is available in a pointer driven GD2
colour version or a non pointer QL colour version

Mark Knight News
Mark's Web site, which contains his revision of
the QL program The Editor and its source code,
and his art galleries and some free Bryce models
to download, has now moved to:
http://www.thefu rnace.talktalk. net
Mark's email address is now FireAngel@talktalk.net

DJ Web Site has moved
Dilwyn Jones writes;
At long last I've finished the migration of my
tesco.net web site to the new Freeola UK6 web
site. There will be a linking page from the old
web site for a while.
Basically, lran out of space on the Tesco.net web
site, and I have ample space on the Freeola site,
so everything is moving there. The Documenta-
tion site on Geocities stays there for now but as
there are links to it everywhere you shouldn't
notice any change.
The content which used to be on the Tesco site
now has its own section - About The Ql/General
lnformation - on the new site. Most people seem
to be using the software download pages, so I

gave that priority
The new home page address is,

http://wunr.dih'vyn.u k6.neUindex.htm I

Please update your bookmarks accordingly
All my email addresses, including
dilwynjones@tesco.net and djwebsite@tesco.net
remain the same.
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Just Words! News
The commercial programs QL-RYHMES and
AUTO-GRAPH are now available in GD2 colours.
With these releases the upgrading to GD2 is
now complete. Upgrades to the commercial pro-
grams are free of charge on production of the
master disk. Upgrades to the freeware range can
be downloaded from the Just Wordsl web site:
http://members.lycos.co.u Ugeoffuvicks justwords.htm
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QUANTA NewsNOT Just Words! News
For psephologists the 2005 UK General Eleclion
analysis program can be downloaded from'
http:llmembers. lycos.co.u k/geoffwicks/ election. htm

Malor changes are expected in the Quanta
Magazine in a response to a suggestion made by
members at the 2003 AGM for the magazine to
be made available in downloadable form. The



Quanta committee are investigating the feasibility
of this, and in his annual report to the 2005 AGM

Quanta Chairman, John Mason, announced a move
from 44 to A5 format to facilitate downloading.
The magazine is currently produced in electronic
form for transmission to the printer but the main
stumbling block to downloading is the file size,
which, for an average issue, is 2.5 to 3.5 Mb. The
committee is looking at various means of redu-
cing this file size including the possibility ol pro-
ducing the magazine in high resolution for the
printer and low resolution for downloading. There
are indications that it will be possible to reduce
the file size to about lMb.
Although John Mason wrote ihe change would be
cost neulral, the UK post office has since
announced higher postal charges for A4 enve-
lopes which could increase the poslage costs by
up to 40p per copy. ln practice this means that
about half of Quanta's members would have to
opt for downloading to make lhe move economic.
ln other Quanta News secretary, Sarah Gilpin, has
announced her intention to publrsh precises of
committee minutes in the magazine. There are
also plans to update the Welcome Guide and
rename it the "Members Guide". Quanta has
provisionally fixed the weekend Bth/gih April for
the 2006 AGM to be held at a venue in the north
of England.

Survey Results
Quanta has now released results of the survey of
QL use that it initiated last year The survey was
first published in the Quanta Magazine in October
2004, and Tony Firshman quickly adapted it for
online completion.
124 people responded to the survey, 90 of whom
used the online faciliiies. 42olo al the replies were
from non-Quanta members.
83oA of the respondents possessed
expanded QLs, BB% of whom used
floppy drives. 27ah had an Aurora card,
47olo a Super Gold card, 20Yo a Gold
Card and 20ak a Trump card. 3l% used
ROMdlsq storage, 52ah used a
keyboard interface, 40% superHermes
and 2B7o Hermes. 4970 have a hard
drive and 34oh a cased QL.
75.60k of respondents use a QL
emulator and in order of popularity they
are QPC {70 users}, uQLx {22 users},

QXL (18 users), Qemulator {17 users),

QLAY {7 users} and Atari (5 users}.
18 respondents possess a Q40 and 14

a Q60.

As far as QL use is concerned for 56% it is a
hobby; 13% a games machine; 26alo for personal
correspondsncs; 2406 other wriling; 1970 business
us€; 250/o data handling and 59% programming.
51% are interested in software development and
1B7o hardware development.
84% of respondents use the QL for word proces-
sing and 65% still use Quill. 71% use spreadsheets
and in most case this is Abacus. The most popu-
lar alternatives to the Psion programs are li:xt87,
the Editor and QSpread.
To encourage response to the survey Quanta
entered each respondent in a prize draw. The
number of prizes has now been doubled with half
available to Quanta members and the other half
to Quanta non-members.

Quill Makeover
ln the most recent issue of the Quanta Magazine,
librarian John Gregory announces an interesting
new acquisition to the library namely a version of
Quill using GD2 colours. John writes,
'The program is designed primarily for QXL and
QPC2 platforms. SMSQ/E version 3.06 or higher
is needed. The program is not very effective on
the Aurora/Super Gold Card platform because of
the lack of memory available.
Versions are provided for horizonlal screen reso-
lutions af IA24 and 800 pixels which makes it
possible now to view up to 64 lines of a Quill do-
curnent at once without scrolling. Two basic co-
lour schemes are provided, one with a pleasing
cream background and the other with a gray
one. Facilities are provided to make adjustments
to these colours to suit one's own taste. Al-
though the program is recognisably Quill it has a
pleasing modern feel to it." Author of the new
Quill version in Roger Godley who also hopes to
make a similar revision of Archive.

i:gl*:*



ln my editorial in the last issue I asked readers to
tell us the sublects they would like to see in the
magazine, and among lhe reactions we received
was an email from a Greek user Dr M. Hanias,

'1) lthink that the magazine could focus 0n some
rare programs of Digital Precision such as
Qmathsl and 2, Professional Astrologer and
Astronomer C- port, with guides, reviews, ex-
amples.

2) There must be a column about emulators on
QL (spectrum emulators, CPM emulators may-
be others)

3) Full QPC guides, compatibility issues, hard-
ware emulation via QPC

4l The use of Super basic in Mathematics etc
There was an example in Sinclair QL World
vol 2 issue 11 with an article with title neural
networking.

5) You can try a competition with programs etc.
about the use of QL on artificial intelligence."

My first reaction was that mosl of these topics
have already been covered in QL 

-lbday 
although

I have not had time to search through all 55 is-

sues for detailed references. However Dr Hanias
raises a few interesting points and I would welco-
me more reactions from readers. To help you on
your way some further comments from me,

Many of the Digital Precision programs Dr Hanias
mentions are now obsolete and unobtainable eit-
her commercially or as lreeware products. Which
old programs are still being used and do users
have problems with them? Should there be a

space in QL Today for'golden oldies'?
Nowadays emulators mean PC or MAC programs
to run QL programs on other systems, but for-
merly they meant QL programs to write in other
programming languages. Which emulators, old
style, are still being used today and to what ex-
tent? Would someone like to compile a list? We
recently had a suggestion for articles on C pro-
gramming. Would this interest readers and, if so,
at what level should we pitch them?

QL Today has always published programs for
mathematicians. Our longest series, now at part
43, has been'Gee Graphics", and Stephen Poole
has recently added his contributions, but are the-
re other articles the mathematicians would like to
see?

Subjects such as neural networking and artificial
intelligence are no longer the "hot topics" they
were in the 1980's and 1990's, but would you like
lo see more of these? lf not, what should be our
themes for the 2000's?
Of course we are looking for more than sugges-
tions. We are very forlunate in QL Today to have
a group of loyal writers who contribute regularly
but ultimately we are dependent on the articles
we receive. We can suggest topics, or if we are
feeling brutal, even twist a few arms, but without
people willing to write for us we cannot give you
the magazine we would all like to see.

Dr Hanias went on lo ask lhree questions:
'1) Why there is not yet soflware for QL as Gra-

pher Origin, or EXCEL in complete form? ln
other words there is no program for data pre-

sentation.
2)How can lmake QPC2 work with Greek ROMS

so I can have Greek letters in Quill etc. on
np(-)?vr va.

3) All of us we are in love with the shape of QL
Could one build a machine with same dimen-
sions and colour but with a DVD recorder in

the place of microdrive; USB ports in place of

ioystick ports; with 68060 or other procesSor;
with TFT SCr€en; a QL, Linux, {spectrum via
emulation) portable machine?"

There are potential articles in these questions.
The QL has good alternatives to Abacus and Ar-
chive, but QL Today receives few articles on
spreadsheets and data bases. The one Psion
program for which there has never been an alter-
native is Easel. ln an era of high resolution and
GD2 graphics, could lhere be an opportunity
here for an enterprising programmer?
How many people want to use non-Roman
scripts in SMSQ-E? Am I correct in thinking it is

no more difficult to modify the SMSQ-E character
set that it is on the native QL? I know of users
who have used Quill for Russian, Greek, Hebrew
and Czech texts using hacked versions of the
program that modify the 'High" character set.
These versions of Quill still run in QPC2, but they
require a QL compatible printer that can down-
load fonts. ls it now possible to avoid lhe need to
download by using a suitable windows {ont and
QPC Print?



Finally Dr Hanias raises the possibility of a 1ap-

top' QL. This is a pipe dream that occasionally
surfaces on the email Ql-users group when we
indulge our fantasies for a few days, until the
hardware experts bring us down to earth with a
bump. Perhaps these same experts could tell QL

Today readers how near we have come to ma-
king it a reality. ln particular we would welcome
an article describing in simple terms why the QL
is unlikely to get a USB interface. Hardware must
also have a place in QL Today.

@m thc QL

Gcililuilar

Back in the spring of 1987, lwas half a credit unit
short of meeting the requirements for graduating
college. With just a day left for signing up for any
new classes, I was searching for a way to get
that half credit unit. Luckily, the college I went to
had an lndependent Study course, where you
pick a subiect, pick a Professor and work all
quarter doing research and writing a final paper
I thought it would be interesting to learn more
about something that I had read about in maga-
zines and touched on slightly in my Automata
class, Cellular Automata. I had read about Con-
way's 'Game of Life', which is a two dimensional
cellular aulomala, how a simple algorithm could
produce some fanly complex mathmatical results.
Once I had the sublect picked, then I had to find a
sponser After some looking, I found a Professor
that thought the idea had merit and would
approve the'course' for credrt.
Basically, Cellular Automata is a group of 'cells'

that have a number of states, ie. 'alive' or'dead".
Each cell has a neighborhood that affects the
cell. The neighborhood could be the cells right
close the cell, or further out. For each cycle, or
interation, a rule would determine what happened
to an individual cell. Depending on how many of
its neighbors were "alive" a cell would either die
or become alive. ln more general terms, the state
of the cells in the neighborhood determine the
stale of the current cell in the next time interval.
I initially wanted to study variations on the Game
of Life, but staried reading about a simpler form
of Cellular Automata called One Dimensional Cel-
lular Automata. This is a form ol Cellular Automa-
ta where you are dealing with a simple array ( a[x]

)instead of a two dimensional array { a[xy] ]. This
means there are less possible combinations and
is much easier to study So my paper focused on
this simpler form of Cellular Automata.
Besides a papff I had to write a program that
would shows the many interalions of this Cellular

Automata so that I could see how each different
rule would behave. With One Dimensional Cellular
Automata {lDCA}, each interation is displayed on
the screen as a single line of dots. As time goes
by the different interations display lower on the
screen and, over time, a pattern will emerge.
Without getting into the gory details, the part of
1DCA that I looked into covered Totalistic rules,
meaning that a count of the alive cells in the
neighboorhood would affect a cell and not which
neighboorhood cell was alive. This made it
simpler to code and simpler to go through all of
the possible rules for a given neighboorhood
size.

I have recently taken my old program, brushed
the dust off of it, cleaned it up, added some error
checking, and present it here. Also included in a
file for the rules for a neighboorhood of 2.

Here is a
quick rund-
own of how
lo run the

program.
Once started,
you will need
to load a rule
file. Select op-
tion 1 and en-
ter the name
of the rule file
(including the
full path of
where it is stored). Now you need to choose
which specific rule to use. Choose option 2 and
select a rule (for a neighboorhood ol2, choose a
rule from 1 to 7). At this point we can lake the
default values for the rest of the configuration
options.
Select option 6 to run the rule Choose option 2

to select Randomly set the initial value of the
cells. For more detailed research, you can read in



Rules file (save as ru1e2-ru1)

Neighborhood 2

2
7
Rule 1
001
001
Rule 2
010
010
Rule 3
011
011
Rule /+

100
100
Rule 5
101
101
Rule 6
110
110
Rule 7
111
111

a file the defines
which cells are alive,

so that you can have
the same starting
point for all of the
rules.
Once you've selec-
ted the way to start
the cell array, you will
see all of the cells
displayed on the
screen, with each cell
a block. As each in-

teration is run, you
will see the new 'ge-

neration' displayed on
the screen below the
previous As this
keeps running, de-
pending on lhe rule,
you should see some
patterns emerge.
Some rules will
quickly kill all of the cells, other rules will quickly
bring all cells alive. The more interesting ones will
create a nice looking pattern on the screen.
Once the program has run through the first
number of iterations (which is user changeable),

you can hit F1 to return to the main menu and F2
to continue to the next set of iterations.
lf anyone is interested in reading further about
this subject, just do google search on Stephen

Wolfram, who has pretty much done the first
serious work on One Dimensional Cellular
Automata. He has written a couple of books on
the subject including the latest 'A New Kind of
Science.'



100 TliR30-taskn nlDCAn

110 ruPLICIT% xlr;ax, n-r1e1, cyc1e, blocksz
120 IMPLICITS menu, xx, )ry, count, key, z
130 IMPLICIT6 rand, start, finish, x, number, tenpx

xln€x = 512
rule1 = 1
cycle = 50
bloksiz = 2
DIM vorld(rnax)
DIM rule(6/11912)
Opff'l #/+, eon_5t2x256a0xA
PAPER #4'0 : INK #l+,1+

OPEN #5, eon*200x200a100x25
crs #4
PAPER #5,0 , INK #5,2 : BORDER #5,2,4
RXPEAT mainloop
cls #,
PRINT #5," ONE DIlt'lB'lSIONALn
PRINT #', '' CELLUI,AR AUTOMATAX

cstzB #r,0,o
PRINT #5
PRINT #5,tr M E N U tr

PRINT #5, ''
PRINT #5, " 1l Load Rule File"
PRINT #r," 2l Choose Rule To Userr
PRINT #5,il Jl Display RuLetr
PRINT #5, " lrl Set Nunber of Cyelesrt
PRINT #5,r' 5l set Block sizerl
PRINT #5," 5l Run Autonata'r
PRINT #5r" 7l lnstructionsrt
PRINT #5'n 8l Quitn
INPUT #rrrt Enter Choice : r'lnenu
SELeet 0N menu
ON menu = 1
loadrule

ON menu = 2
chooserule

0N nenu = 3
displayrule

0N nenu = 4
setcycles

0N nenu - 5
setblock

0N nenu = 6
startautomata

0N nenu = 7
instruct

ON menu = 8
STOP

El{D SELect
NEXT mainloop
DEFine PROCedure loadrule
L0Ca1 file$, in$,xx, yy, loop
REPEAT loop
cts #5
PRINT #'
PRINT #5rilEnter File Name to Load. fnclude Device Nane (i.e IIINl-)u
INPUT #5,fi1e$
xx = FTEST(file$)
IF xx = 0 1HEN EXIT loop
IF xx = *7 THEN PRINT #',t'File Not Foundlr
IF xx = -11 THEII PRINT #5,'t8ad File Nane't
fF xx = -9 TI{EN PRINT #5,"Fi1e In UseI
PAUSE #',100

END REPEAT loop
OPS'I-IN #6,file$
INPUT #6,1n$
INPUT #6,neighbor
INPUT #6,number
FOR xx = 1 T0 nunnber
INPUT #6, in$

L10
154
L60
L70
180
190
200
2L0
224
230
240
250
26A
274
280
290
300
3LO
3?O
9A
34a
3ra
2An

374
380
394
400
/+10
/+2A
L"o
110
410
460
47A
/rS0

490
504
5n
,20
,30
540
554
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
67A
680
690
700
7LA
720
730
7/r0
750
76A
770
780
794
800



810
824
$a
8i+0
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
9ra
96A
970
980
990

INPUT #6,in$
FOR' YY = 1 T0 neighbor+l
rule(xx')ry,f) = in$(YY)

NEXT yy
INPUT #6,in$
FOR yy = 1 T0 neighbor+1
rule(xxryy,e) = in$(YY)

NEXT yy
NEXT xx
CLOSE #6

END DEFine
DEFine PRO0edure chooserule
cls #5
PRINT #5
PRINT #r,"Enter Rule to Use. Enter the Nth Rule in the File.'r
INPUT #5,rule1
PAUSE #5,20

END DEFine
DEFine PR00edure displayrule

1000 L0Ca1 xx
1010 cLs #5
1020 PRINT #, : PRINT #5,"R U L E r!;rulel
1O3O PRINT #', ilI

10/10 PRINT #5 : PRINT #5,I0 28;
tO50 FOR xx = 1 T0 nelghbor+1
1060 PRINT #5,ru1e(rule1,xx,1)1rr trl

1070 NEXT xx
1080 PRINT #5
1090 FOR lor = 1 T0 neighbor+1
1100 PRINT #5,ru1e(ru1e1,xx,2);rr trl

1110 NEXT xx
L12O PRINT #'
113a PRINT #5,uEnter Any Key to Continue"
1X40 PAUSE #5
1150 HlfD DEFine
1160 DEFine PRO0edure setcycles
717A U"S #5
1180 PRINT #'
1190 PRINT #SrrrEnter Nunber of Cyeles to Run Through";
1200 PRINT #','rBefore the Program Pausest'
I2IA JNPUT #5,cyc1e
7220 PAUSE #5,10
C30 ffD DEFine
12lt0 DEFine PR0Cedure setblock
PrA LOCAL loop
126A REPEAT loop
727A CTS #5
1280 PRINT #'
1290 PRINT #5,nEnter the Size of the Blocks to Use.'t
!3oa PnrNT #5,u ( 1 to 8 )"
13L0 INPIIT #5,bloksiz
t320 IF blocksiz ( 1 0R blocksiz r 8 THEN

L330 PRINT #5,t'Not a Valid Entryil
]-J,4A Er.SE

VrA EXIT loop
1360 END rF
]-370 PAUSE #5,20
1380 El'lD REPEAT loop
1390 A$D DEFine
1400 DEFine PRooedure instruct
L/'10 $S #5 : PRINT #5
L42A PRINT #5r[ This program will run a celIular system through a specified rule.rt
1130 PRINT #5,ilThe progran lets you choose the size of the blocks to display.rr
L110 PRINT #5rilThis allows you to see il greater detail r.rhat is going on. Once"
t15O PRINT #Srnthe program pauses, you may hit F1 to start to progran over, orrl
1460 PRINT #5rilyou nay hit F2 to stop the progran. The progran does not clearr!
L170 PRINT #Srrtthe screen so that you may use a screen dump progra& to print "
1480 PRINT #5rt'out the results. This will give you a hard copy for later ref-rt
L49A PRINT #5,rrerence.rl
1100 PRINT #5 : PRINT #5,n[it Any Key To Continuerr
LSTO PAUSE #'

.,. ,.'5*- " """"-'"" i'*---.,



1120 END DEFine
1530 DEFine PRO0edure startautonata
L540 setinit
Lrr} eount = 15
1560 CIS #/t
]-:570 PRINT #/rrT0 15;t'Neighborhood 'rlneighbor;rr Rul-e 'r;rulel
1580 display
rr9A up = -bloksiz
1600 REPeat done
1610 FOR loop = 1 T0 cycle
L620 count = eount + bloksiz
L630 IF count r 250 THEN

L61A count - 250
L650 SCROLL #4,up,O
166A SND IF
1670 nextcycle
1680 display
L690 NEXT loop
1700 BEEP 150,4
L710 PAUSE #/*,4000
1720 LET key = KEYB0I{(O)
1730 IF key = 2 THEN EXfT done
17/10 IF key = 8 TI{Bitr

L75A LET alldone = 1
L760 EXfT done
L77A END IF
1780 B,lD REPeat done
1790 END DEFiae
1800 DEFine PRO0edure getdata
1810 L0Ca1 loop,xx,a$
1820 REPEAT loop
L83O PRINT #'
18/10 PRINT #S,rtEnter File Nane of Set-up File to Load.rt
1850 PRINT #5,r'Inelude Drive Name (i.e WINI- )UINPUT #5,a$
1850 xx = FTEST(a$)
1870 JF tr = 0 TI{EN EXIT loop
1gg0 IF rrrr - -7 TIIB,I PRINT #5, "File Not Foundtr
1gg0 IF xx = -11 THEN PRINT #5,"Bad File Naneil
1900 IF xx = *9 fiIH{ PRINT #5, r'File In Use"
1910 PAUSE #5,100
7920 END REPEAT loop
1930 0PEN-IN #6,a$
Lgl+O REPEAT loop
1950 rNPUT #6,b$
L960 rF E0F(#6) THEN EXrT loop
I97A LET rorld(b$)=t
1980 END REPEAT loop
199A CLOSE #6
2000 RHlurn
2010 END DEFine
2020 DEFine PRO0edure initialisel
2A30 L0Ca1 z, rand
2A/+0 rorld(1) = 0 : world(:rnax) = 0
2050 FOR z = 2 T0 INT(xrnax/bloksiz)-1
206A LET rand = RND(1 T0 10)
2070 fF rand . /t TIfiN
2080 world(z) = 1
2A90 Er,sE
2100 rorld(z) = g
2110 END IF
2120 ND(T z
2130 END DEFine
21lt0 DEFine PRO0edure initialise2
2L50 LOCal xx
2160 FOR xx = 1 l0 xnax
2L70 world(xx) = g
2180 ND(T xx
2190 END DEFine
2200 DAFine PR0Cedure nexteycle
2210 L0Cal start, finish, x, number
2220 start = neighbor,/2 : finish.fNT(xmaxAloksiz)-start

"*****{*':: lll



2230 FOR x = start T0 fi-nish
224A nunber = ruleeval
2210 IF {nunber=1) AND (wor1d(x)=0) n{EI\l world(x)=2
2260 IF (number=O) AND (world(x)=t) meN world{x)=3
2270 NEXT x
2280 IX\ID DEFine
2290 DEFine PROCedure dlsplay
230A L0Ca1 xx, xxx
23!A FOR xx = 1 T0 lNT(xrnaxftl-okslz)-1
23?0 xxx = xx x bloksiz
2330 IF (world(xx)=1) 0R (wor1d(xx)=2) THEN BLOCK #4,b]-oksiz,bloksiz,xxx,count,/r
?j,4A IF wortd(xx) = 2 ffiEW world(xx) . 1
2310 IF world(xx) * 3 THEN world(xx) = g
2360 NEXT xx
2370 END DEFine
2380 DEFine FuNction neighborhood2
?39A LOCal eount
2400 LET count = 0
ZlrL1 IF (wor1d(x*1)=1) On (wor1d(x-1).J) TUEN count=count+l
212A IF (world{x+1).r) On (wor1d(x+1)=l) TI{EN count=count+1
24;'A RETurn count
2440 END DEFine
2450 DEFine FuNctlon nelghborhood/r
2/*60 L0Ca1 count
2170 count = 0
2150 IF (wor1d(x-2)=1) On (world(x-2)=3) THEN count-count+1
2t+90 IF (world(x-1)=1) 0R (wor1d(x*1)=j) THEN count=count+l_
2500 IF (wor1d(x+1)=1) 0R (vor1d(x+1)=3) fmN count=count+1
25L0 IF (wor1d(x+2)=1) On (wor1d(x+2)=3) TI{EN count=count+l
2524 RETurn count
2530 END DEFlne
2540 DEFine FuNction neighborhood6
2510 L0Ca1 count
216A count = 0
2570 IF (world(x-J)=1) OR (wor1d(x-3)=3) THEN count=count+l
2580 IF (wor1d(x-2)=1) 0R (wor1d(x-2)=J) IHSN count=count+l
2r9A IF (wor1d(x-1)=1) 0R (wor1d(x-1)-3) THEN count=count+l
260A IF (wor1d(x+1)=1) 0R (wor1d(x+1)=3) lHElrl eount=count+1
26L0 IF (world(x+2)=1) On (wor1d(x+2)=3) ITIEN count=count+1
2620 IF (wor1d(x+3)=1) 0R (wor1d(x+3)=3) THEN count=count+1
263A RETurn count
26l*0 m[D DEFine
2650 DEFine trbNction ruleeval
2660 L0Ca1 nrunber, tempx
2670 SELect 0N neighbor
2680 0N neighbor = 2
2690 nurnber = neighborhood2
270A 0N neighbor = 4
27tA nulber = neighborhood 
272A 0N neighbor = 6
2730 nunber = neighborhood6
274A EllD SELeet
275A tenpx = world(x)
2760 RETurn rule(ru1e1, nunber+1, tempx+1)
2774 W{D DEFine
2780 DEFine PR00edure setinlt
2790 CT,S #5
28OO PRINT #5
28LA PRINT #5,'rl"lethod of Initialization"
282A PRINT #5,"-
2830 PRINT #5," 1l Load Fron a Filen
2840 PRINT #5,il 2l Randon il
2850 PRINT #5,t'Enter iday to Initialiserr
286A INPUT #5,init
2870 IF init = 1 THEN

2880 Cr"S #5
2890 initialise2
2940 getdata
29LO EX{D IF
2920 IF init = 2 THEN initialisel
2930 n{D DEFine

*i t-.
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Five years ago, just before the QL2000 show in L;*;;;"*;*.-.-..;--;..-;;.*,.,--,--"-.-".*.."-*?

Portsmouth, Dilwyn Jones wrote a potted history and of Sox Sound Utilities for eDOS. The Linux
of the QL for QL Today {Volume 4 issue 5 q1g-.-, porsniriti.t of the e40 interested many of its
52 and issue 6 page 10), Another international [u,.f,iiu".
Portsmouth show means it is time for an update, bOZ Cofo*s became available for epC2 and the
but first a recap of the main events of 1999 OXf Jiin. end of the year Tony Tebby released

phir rordan had taken over rhe orevio_u:_sJpD ilil3'8i,3"*5;': ??1#:i'ffi$il?:.'?1
library and Darren Branagh had.started_9c..1t.^?:l tnir%, eL Today. George also announced his
Qubbesoft had ceased.. trading. QPC2 

, 
was ,ni.niion to make the Turbo Toolkit and the Turbo

launched and Charles Dillon had released the borp,fu, SMSe-E and pointer Environmenl com-
code of some former Digital.Preci:.1gn pj?qlT. pJnr..-oLer reams, led by Mark Knight, were
The Q40 was available with three differ.llgq:i?. ;,;ikrg on maning rtre roiror and ferfecrion
ting syslems, QDOs classic, SMSQ-E try,{1r! iornpuiior* with hig"h resolution screens.

#-Tf ,' ?3H J' i* 
": 

i 31,?:' t i: t f;%l [ ff;1 t-il $ * *] ,3';il,;,'$,1 I U' J: I ;x;-;
lnternational had closed down, simon 9::dy'l rrii-pooreu their client information and, together
and {!?oqhf brought out a.QL Midi player.and *iti"Ourntu, had mailed 2000 el-ers worldwide

in'Ji':1il'['ixXJ:l%f'o-Jit?%:lili'i,.j1s{i i#;;F#gLn6g'gf,f,.'l-:l5 3;i13;,::had written a QL JPG viewet Arnould ltt_rylll r.i oLdppointing. Ar the show one of the main
was lobbying for the Stella system anl R_obln it**.r'*is the"el and the internet. During the
Barker had stirred up some controversy 

QV .trg u.ii tn,** new eL websites had been launched
gesting Quanta.should become a multi platform 6v"Oii*vn Jones, euanta and Just Words! Jon
user group' Finally Jochen Merz becamt-tl-t,lltJ nbntr u'.ueropmentwork on a TCpilp system for
QL trader to set up a secure web transactions lf.,. CiJSi*uiated programmers to write HTMLservice' reader and writer softw"are, much o{ it freeware.

The year 2000 continued in much the same way.

Digital Precision had released some of its previ-

ous commercial software as public domain or
freeware, and other traders followed suit. The
most significant was Progs who took ProWesS
out of the commercial market to stimulate QL
development. However Progs continued develop-
ment work on ProWesS lo ensure its compatibi-
lity with lhe new colour drivers. Other commercial
software released into the public domain or as
freeware was the complete Ergon range and the
first Just Wordsl program, Solvit Plus. QCelt pro-
duced the firsl QL CD-roms including the com-
plete Quanta library on one CD. Major new
commercial programs were Agenda by Wolfgang
Lenerz and Suqcess by Wolgang Uhlig.

The QL trend setter of 2000 was, without doubt,
lhe Q40. lt was not only the first QL platform to
have GD2 colours, but it also stimulated the de-
velopment of a new sprite editor; of conversion
programs and viewers for PC graphics formats;

lf 2000 was the year of the Q40, 2001 was the
year the infant QPC2 rapidly grew into an adult.

During the year a host of new features were
added, including reading and writing to the DOS
section of the hard disk; the ability to run the pro-
gram in a Windows style window; increased PAR

support to allow lhe use of more than one prin-

ter; and 512 x 256 screen emulation to improve
compatibility with older prograrns.
Meanwhile the Q40 was not standing still and
flash memory support had been added. The Graf
brothers had gone on to develop the Q60, but
this had been unable to go into production be-
cause of the difficulty of finding a trader to pro-

duce and finance it.

Much of the year was marked by a bitter and at
times personal, controversy over the merits of
the two platforms that raged through the co-
lumns of QL Today and in the Ql-users email
group.



Somehow the interesls of originalnative hardware
users seemed to be neglected. although there
was a suggestion of a new version of Qubide
with flash memory support and a rekindling of
interesl in the Goldfire project.

2001 was not a good year for commercial sofl-
ware with only two new producls being released
- Wall, a game by Wolgang Lenerz and a rhyming
dictionary from Just Words! There was also an
upgrade to QSpread. QCelt extended its range of
QL CD-roms.
Non commercial software did better with George
Gwilt continuing to develop Turbo and TPTR.
SQLUG launched its website that would even-
tually host George's software. Dilwyn Jones set
up a new software library much of which was on
CD-rom or could be downloaded from the
internet.
At the Quanla AGM Simon Goodwin demonstra-
ted a program for downloading and displaying
Kodak digital camera images on the QL. And at
the North American show in Montreal Jim Hunkin
demonstrated an early version of QDT a QL
desktop program, that he was developing. During
the show weekend Tony Firshman's 'cute'beard

attracted attention in a Montreal bar which, un-
known to lhe QL-ers present, was a gay esta-
blishment. Several well known Ql-ers are repor-
ted to have left lhe bar with smrles on their faces,
Quanta had its ups and downs during the year
There was a lemporary problem with its website
when the host provider ceased to function. On a
more positive note the rapid decline in member-
ship had slowed down and it now had a hard core
of dedicated Ql-ers Tony Firshman did his first
mass e-mailing to advertise Quanta and other
shows.
Finally the QL hit the nalional compuler press
when it was fealured in Personal Computer Wodd

The year opened well for lhe Q60. A new QL tra-
der D & D Systems run by Derek Stewarl and
Dennis Smith, had agreed lo build and market the
Q60 as a complete packet with case and sup-
porting software. lt was the nearest to 'plug and
play' the QL community has ever had. Quanta fi-
nancially backed the initial production and lhe pro-

lect even got a mention in Micro Marl magazine.
ln America Phoebus Dokus secured a batch of
compact flash adapters making flash memory
available to a variely of QL platforms. Nasla pro-
duced detailed proposals for an upgraded
QUBIDI to access up to 6 devices.
Commercial software had another lean year with

only two new products, a half million word QTYP
dictionary from RWAP and a hand writing analysis
program from Just Words! There was, howevel
promise of commercial products to come. Jim
Hunkin launched a websile lo encourage inpul
from Ql-ers about the content of QDT and a leam
of RWAP Software, Just Words! and Phoebus
Dokus announced a word game using digital
sound on hi-resolution, hi-colour screens. Non
commercial soflware was blossoming. There
were more PC/QL graphics conversion utilities; a
program for displaying and choosing GD2 colours;
more QL support for the Euro; and an update of
The tditor Several new versions of the Turbo
compiler and Turbo pointer also appeared. Darren
Branagh and Dilwyn Jones broke all records with
an idea during a pub conversation for a QL
documentation CD. Less than 24 hours later they
were selling il at a show.
The big news of 2002 was the release of the
SMSQ-E source code, although Tony Tebby re-
tained the copyright. Wolfgang Lenerz was ap-
pointed regislrar to maintain the official version,
which would be sold by 2 approved resellers,
Jochen Merz and Roy Wood. Laler in the year
they were joined by Phoebus Dokus This con-
struction was lo ensure any changes to SMSQ-I
for a single platform also became available to the
other platforms. The licensing agreement was the
source of another bitter controversy in the QL-
users email group.
Much SMSQ-E development work was being
done by Marcel Kilgus who also announced he
was implementing access to lhe colour drivers via
the window manage[ WMAN. This was necessary
because there were still few applications using
lhe colour drivers and none of these were in the
commercial sector:
Two Quanta stalwarts, John Taylor and Bill Newell,
resigned from the commitlee and were given an
award plus life membership in recognition of their
services at a London show. There had been a

surreal start to the show when Ql-ers had been
marooned on the pavement waiting for a group of
sword dancers to vacate the hall.

2003 would have been a quiet QL year had it nol
been for one momenlous event which could
change the face of QL software, Marcel Kilgus
released his upgraded window manager The new
WMAN could not only display mode 4 and mode B

QL colours, bul also the new GD2 colours com-
patible with all QL platforms using SMSQ-[. {GD2
colour drivers for the Aurora card, another Marcel



Kaiser-Wilh,-Str,3O2 D-47{69 Duisburg
Tel. O2Og 5O2Ol{ Fax O2Og 5O2O{2
http://smsq,i-m-s.GOln smsq@i-m-s.Gom

SMgClfE o ]lcw ?ricat!
The cold, dark days are coming .., which means

more time can be spent for computing. We cannot
think of a better event than 'QL is 21"ta cut the
prices of SMSQ/E, to help even more Qlers switch
to SMSQ/E - be it either with QPC2 on a PC or for
existing systems.

QPC2 Version 3 with SMSQ/E ... now only EUR 59,90

QPC2 Version 3 upgrade from Version 2 .., only EUR 19,90

QPC2 Version 3 upgrade from Version 1 ... only EUR 39,90

QPCPrint... still only tUR 39,90

SMSQIE for ATARI or ColdCard or SupercoldCard or QXL ...

colour drivers now included as standard for (super)Goldcard u.rr,o,lo* 
only EUR 39'90

SMSQ/E (Supe$GoldCard Aurora Upgrade ... only EUR 19,90

Special X-Mas offer (valid 'til 24th of Dec, 2005):

QPC2 Version 3 with QPCPrint .,. only tUR S9,90

For shipping inside Furopg EUR 3,- will be added for postage and packaging.
For shipping outside Europe, EUR 6,- will be added for p &
lf you wish to place your order via internetn please do not send your credit card details in an email!

Please use the secure contact form on the Sill5Q homepagc StlSQ.J-il-S,C0il
We accept YISA, ilaster0ard and Diners Glub!



Kilgus achievemenl, also became available). The
new WMAN introduced the concept of "colour-

ways' to enable the user to choose the colours
most pointer soflware would display on his own
syslem. There was also support for high colour
spriles and 3D windows.
The new window manager brought almost instant
benefits as JMS upgraded almost all of his com-
mercial soflware using the new WMAN. This was
the first time GD2 colours had been used in com-
mercial programs. An upgrade patch to make
TextBT compatible with high colour QL syslems
was also released.
Other than this it was anolher a quiel year on lhe
commercial software front with only one major
new program. Dilwyn Jones released Launchpad, a

GUI {GraphicalUser lnterface} program for the QL.
Freeware software continued to flourish. Ergon
made all its programs GD2 compatible; Wolfgang
Uhlig continued writing utilities for people pro-
gramming in the new colours; dnd Just Words!
completed a program of upgrading and updating
QTYP dictionaries in severallanguages. Peter Graf
announced a significant development in inlernet
access for Q40/Q60 users in QLwIP a native
TCPIIP stack for QDOS. At that stage it did not
support sending emails. QL Today produced the
first ever QL magazine cover CD.

0n the hardware fronl RWAP Software and Bill

Richardson achieved what many had believed to
be impossible, namely lhe production of new QL
and Spectrum keyboard membranes. Laurence
Reeves made the source code of Minerva 1.98
available on his website. There were several QL
shows throughout the year although most were
poorly attended. At ihe Quanta AGM the possibi-
lity of the Quanla Magazine being available elec-
tronically was discussed and at a show in Berch-
tesgaden an inlernet connection with a local net-
work was sel up. During the summer much inter-
est was expressed on the QL-users email group
in a possible Q12004 show to celebrate 20 QL
years. Quanta promised to sponsor this show,
much to the disappointment of continental Ql-ers
who wanted an Eindhoven show. By the end of
lhe year Quanla had taken no steps to organise
the evenl.

ln many ways 2004 was superficially a quiet QL
year but below the surface many lhings were
happening which reached a climax at the end of
the year
ln the absence of Quanta plans for a Q12004
celebration, a small team decided to organise the

event in Eindhoven, an appropriate choice as lhis
was the oldest continuous QL show venue. lt was
also a convenient centre for continental Ql-ers.
Q12004 and the yearly North American show in-
troduced dedicated websites to adverlise their
shows to the QL community.
[indhoven had been lhe centre for much GD2
colour work and during 2004 much of this work
bore fruit. tasyPtt the most popular tool for writ-
ing pointer environment programs, was nol com-
patible with the GD2 colours, but Wolfgang Uhlig
and others pioneered techniques for recolouring
EasyPtr windows. Just Words!used this syslem to
release its complete freeware range in GD2 co-
lours. However the lechnique was a little cumber-
some and EasyPtr users began to lobby for an
update to the progran.
ln parallel George Gwilt had conlinued to develop
Turbo Pointer and released a program for conver-
ting EasyPtr screens to Turbo Pointer format. He
also started work on a problem of array parame-
ters in the Turbo compiler
There were also new innovations in QPC2 inclu-
ding suppori for the sound facilities already avai-
lable to Q40lQ60 users. This, together with the
GD2 colours and 3D screens, promised to revolu-
tionise QL games. By the end of lhe year Marcel
Kilgus was wriling major improvemenls to QPC2.
Beta teslers had been sworn to secrecy bul the
news leaked out of TCPIIP facilities that would
bring email and inlernet access to the QL. (A little
known fact was that this facility already existed
for Q40iQ60 users.)
Quanta had a variable year An unfortunate clash
between the Quanta AGM and the North Ameri-
can show led to few traders being present at the
AGM. At lhis meeting Robin Barker stepped down
after many years as Chairman and John Gilpin, the
treasure[ reporled that Quanta has covered ils
costs in the previous year for the first time in ma-
ny years. At the end of the year Quanta published
a survey of QL use and 

-lbny 
Firshman adapted

this for online participation. About a quarter of
Quanta members and many non-members respon-
ded lo this survey.
Q12004, held late in the yea[ proved a popular
show and was well attended by QL developers. lt
seemed lo give a new impulse to the QL and by
lhe end of the year the future for soflware looked
rosy. QDT and QWord, both of which had had a

much longer gestation period than their authors
had originally intended, were finally released. ln ad-
dition there were reports that an upgraded QPC2,
an upgraded EasyPtr and a solution to the prinler
problem for QPC2 users would be released in
early 2005.



George's original quotes are ifalics. Norman's replies are bold.

It is aiways a pleasure to read Norman Dunbar's arficles on Programming in Assembler I was espe-
cially interesfed in Part 13 which deals wilh recursfon since I had lo resorf to that device in al leasf
two places in GWASS and I wanled lo see how someone else tackled fhe problern.
Equally, il is a pleasure to know that someone has read them :o)

The program ta find Fibonaccinumbers certainly works but does far more fhan is needed as Nor-
man says, so if is a good idea to change lhe program to avoid fhe duplication. I have a commenl or
two on the suggesfed code for sloring calculated yalues.

Frrsf I should perhaps apologise for the facf fhaf GWASL does nof zera blocks of space sef by ifs
DS command so lhal these blocks have lo be cleared by program.ln fact lafer yersions of GWASS
(but not GWASLJ do zero lhe space.
For those readers who don't already know, George Gwilt is the'GW'in the free assembler GWASL
which we use lo assemble source code in this series.

Second, I think thal there should have been a hash 1w) in front of fi)A in fhe instruclion just before
I-Loop. Run on my Q60 without the hashlhis would result in a disaslrously large counl of 27727
This is correct, there should have been a hash in front of 1000 as spotted by George. Nol having
the hash will load up the contents of address 1000 and not the value 1000 as desired. This is one
of those silly mislakes that can lake a while to lrack down without the aid of a QMON type
program.

Third,l am nol sure why the pau of instructions
clr.1 (a3)
adda.1 #4,a3

were not replaced by fhe single
elr.1 (a3)+

I thought I had changed that from my original draft, but it appears lo have slipped through. This is a
better (and more efficient) method of clearing out a long word and moving on to the next one in a
loop. I must try harder in future.

Fourth, it seemed to me to be more sensible fo fill lhe space allotted for answers wifh the answers
lhemselves rather fhan simply clear them. I know that this would eliminate fhe need for recursion
altogether but I couldn'f resist writing and using the followinp anlwal:

bra start
answer ds.1
start 1ea

tst.1
bne
moveq
nove.1
move " 1
mOVe.I,tr

loop add.1
move. l
dbf

end moveq
rts

16
answer, aJ
(a3)
end
#L,dI
d1, (a3)+
d1, (a3)+
#43,aa
-e(a3), ar
d1, (a3)+
dOr loop
#0, do

; Not 1000 (see below)

; Table fi11ed?
t yes

; Set rib(O)
; Set Fi.b(1)
; eount for the remainder - 1

; Add Fib(n-2) to Fib(n-l)
; Store Flb(n)



This can be CALLed lo set the Fibanacci numbers A b 45. Fibonaccinumbers from 47 onwards are
greater than 2s2 and so do nat tit in a long word. Fib{46} is greater than 231 and so would be treated
by PEEK-L as a negative number Hence I saw no need for more lhan 46 answers.
Hmmm, as George slales, this does away with recursion allogelher and so wouldn't have been a
very good demonslration of recursion :o)

Seriously though, there are many ways to skin the proverbial cal and almosl all recursive roulines
can be rewritten without recursion which makes them simpler in some cases, and horrendous in

olhers. George's solution above is quite simple, quick, easy to understand and won't oblilerate the
stack.

Recursion in CWASS

I found the need {ar recursion in GWASS during lhe defermination of Labelvalues.

A label, Ll, say, may be sef fo a number by LI EQU 6, or it mrght be set ta a combinafion of labels
by, say, tl FQU 6 + L2 - L3. If lhe values of any of lhe labels in the list are as yet undefined, a lisf
{called an EQU list} is sef up in place of fhe value. When fhe entrre pragram has been scanned all
the labels must by lhen have been assigned values. At this stage a routine GLAB gets the value of
the EQU lisf. lf is here that recursion appears, since any of the iabeis in an FQU iist mrght ifself be
anEQUfisf whichmusf fheninlurnbeevaluafedby a anolher callto GLAB.

Each label has a 4-byte value and a 2-byte type as follows,

Value
0 undefined
1 defined
2 EQU list
3 ERROR

value
pointer to EQU list

Here is an extract fram the subroutine GLAB

GI,AB

At entry:
A1 -) EQU list IABEL

At exit:
LAB Value and Type are set

If error: Type is set to 3 & D0 = -1
otherwise D0> =0

A11 other registers are preserved

Format of EQU list is:
Long l,lord tr{ord Word

eonstant I op(o) | i,(0) I . I op(=) I l(r) I o I

The op(i) are + or -
t(i) are 1abe1s

The value of an EQU list is "constant op(0) l(O) op(f) t(1).

GIAB MOVEM.L
CMPA.L
BTT

D7-2/Dr-7/L3-4,
cJrMrr(A6),A7
qER35

-(A?)

not enough space on staek

op(r) L(r) "



GI.IP

GI.-EQU

M0vg"L A1,-(A?)
MOVEA.l A/r,A1
BSR GI,AB

Try:.r 
(A?)+,A1

BRA GI-LP

GT. END

MOVEM.t
TST.W
RTS

pointer to EQU list

op(i) or 0 for end of list
(a/* -, LABET L(j-)

is r(i) EQU list? . " "... yes

Keep curent EQU list LABEL
Set t(i) as EQU IABET
Set the value of t(i)
Restore current EQU list LABEL

T'::''
MOVE.I.I

:': .

BTST

:Y
BRA

vAr(A1),A3

(l3)+,a3
GI.END

#3,DA
GT.EQU

GI-TP

(Set LABEL value and type)

( A7) +, D1-2 /D5-7 / A3-/+
D0 set condition eodes

As Norman has indicated il is possible lo use loo much stack and overwrife parfs of ram that
someone else is using. Thal is why I test that there is enough stack space each time I enler GLAB.
The value sfored in G-LIMIT(A6) in fact allows for 256 spare bytes. lf lhere is too much recursion
and so not enough space, GWASS signals an errar and closes down. Apart from the addttion of lhe
check on sfack size the farmat of GLAB seems to follow that of Norman's examples very closely.

A second case connected with recursion is in GWASS macros. One such is'

extl mac?o
if \3. =\4
dc.w \1\3-\2
extl \1,\2, lyl+f -,14
endif
enftn

(The call fo extl wilhin exll ilself conlains the paramefer l\3+1- This means 'replace \3+l by ils
value'.)

As an example of the USs of extl:

extl SH,I{ERE,1,/I \1 is SH, \2 is IIERE, \3 is 1, \4 is lr

will resulf in

de.w SH1*HERE
dc.w SH2-HERE
dc.w SH3-HERE
dc.w SH/+-I{ERE

ffi
t''---r"



so il is quife a useful macro. The code in GWASS allowing macros to call fhemselyes, or other
macros, does, as Norman suggesfs, include LINK and UNLK to allocate from the slack fhe space
needed f or each invocation.

Finally, Norman asks whefher anyane has a goad 32 bft htULU and/or MULS rouline. As it happens
fhere is a roufine in GWASS which multplies two l2-byte numbers fogefher There are lwo yersions,

one is suifable far 68420 up to 68040 and lhe other works on a 6806A. The 68060 does not haye
the lvlULU.L 32x32 -, 64 inslrucfion so I had lo use fhe lowly MULU.W inslead. fhe code is at
GN-TFN2 in the source code for GWASS. Unfartunately Jenkins' (or whatever his narne wasJ law
applies. This law slates that any of your own code written more lhan six monlhs ago might as well
haye been written by someone else. This means that I can't easily tell yau haw it works.
lf lget my hands on lhe code - and I have lhe GWASS source code somewhere on my Winl- drive
- I'll lry io have Jenkins' law repealed and work out whal is going on. Unfortunately, my numeric
skills are almosl non-existant so I may nol be able to figure it allout, but if I do, I'll let you {all} know.

Perhaps Norman will deal rn future arficles wilh fhe efficient organisation of space within an
assembler program. This would allow him to give examples of just how LINK and UNLK should be
used.
Point taken - I was looking for some inspiration recenlly and LINKIULNK would make an interesling
anticle. I hope!

ln my article about error trapping back in volume
6 of QL Today I briefly discussed the file open
functions of lbolkit 2, such as FOP-IN and
FOP-NEW These lry lo open a channel to a file
and return a number which may indicate success
or failure, depending on what happened and the
number returned.
There are some other file functions built into
Toolkit 2 and I thought I'd discuss those here.

Before I embarked on this article I knew little or
nothing about the file headers, so I hope that if
there are errors in this article, someone more
knowledgable will write to correct them!
To understand how some o{ these work we need
to know a bit about how the QL stores files.

A file is stored with a 64 byte 'header' which
stores information about a file such as its type,
size and some dates.
The 64 byte file header is described below,
thanks to Dilwyn Jones for the information.

File Headers
QDOS file headers consist of a 64 byte file data
block in the directory
Filenames can be up to 36 characters long (not

including the drive name).

Executable files have file type 1 and an associa-
ted dataspace value, while ordinary data files {in-
cluding BASIC programs) are file type 0

ln the list below, the offsets from the base of the header are given as $$hex/decimal.

Offset Lenglh Description
$0010 long file length {in bytes)

$0414 byte file access key {not implemented on original QLs}

$0515 byte file type
0=a dala file or SuperBASlC program
1=an executable file
2=SROFF relocatable object file
255=directory



$06/6 B bytes

3=Thor directory
4=font file in'The Painter'
5=pattern file in The Painter
6=4 colour mode compressed picture in The Painter
11=B colour mode compressed picture in The Painter

if file type is an executable file {type 1), the first long word contains lhe default
dataspace size of the program in bytes. The second long word at $0A/10
contains the value returned by the FXTRA function, although the second long
word is not used by most QL programs.

length of the filename

characters of the filename - the filename space always uses 36 bytes,
irrespective of filename length, any surplus bytes are simply not used

file update date {date file was lasl changed}

file reference date {date file was last read - this is not used on a standard QL}

{ile backup date (date file was lasl eopied or backed up * not used on standard QL)

$0E/14

$10/16

$34t52

$38/56

$3C/60

word

36 bytes

long

long

long

Accessing the I nformation

A standard QL without 
-lbolkit 

2 is a little bit use-
less to us here, since standard SuperBASlC
doesn't have the keywords needed to extract
the information.
Toolkit 2's designer did provide the extensions to
access the data, howeve[ and although the need
to use these functions doesn't arise very often, it
may be useful if you are writing file handler pro-
grams which need to access the dates or other
parts of the header Although a knowledge of the
above theory helps with understanding what I'm
on about, the extensions make it allpretty simple
anyway.
One word of warning, early QLs without Toolkit 2
do not support all the dates and extra informa-
tion, this may vary from system to system and
what toolkits you have and so on.

FLEN
Probably the easiest example is the need to
check the length of a given file. For this, we use
the FLEN function.
These functions may be used in two ways. We
can either open a channel to the file and use the
function with a channel number parameter {e.g.
rLEN(#3) ) or we can use what's called an
"impticit channel" by putting a backslash
character before a filename, e.g.
FLEN(\f1p1-rryf i1e) or fr'En(\" ffplnyfi1e" )

0PEN-IN #J, uflp1-MyFile"
PRINT FIEN(#3)
cr0sE #3

The above 3 commands print the length of the
file currently open on channel n3. lf we simply
want to do a one-off check on the file, it would
obviously be less long winded to type'

PRrNT FLEII( \"FLPLMyFiIeil )

There are a couple of considerations to decide
which is best to use,

1. lf you are reading text or data from a file, a
channel may need to be open to that file
anyway so the first version {channel number}
is best suited.

2. A one-off check might be best using the
second example.

3. lt the program is to be used on a very old
system such as one of the older floppy disk
systems with cut down Toolkit 2 commands,
some of those early interfaces only suppor-
ted FLEN with the channel number To be fair
those systems are rarely encountered these
days

Note that these functions do not really provide
much by way of error trapping function. lf you
check the length of a file and it does not exist
(e.g. you forgot to put the disk in the drive) then
hard luck. Your program stops with an error You
can work around this with commands such as
those described in my error trapping article A
simple FTEST function might suffice,



100 IF FTEST(ilF1p1--l'lyFi1en) ( ) -? T}Inl
110 PRINT FtEN(\trFlpLMyFi1e")
120 EISE
730 PRINTrrOh Dear, sonething went wrong. r'

il.O END IF

FTYP
There are a number of different types of files as
far as QDOS is concerned. Normally we don't
really mind about this unless we are writing ad-
vanced software such as programs to directly
manipulate files.

The simplest is Type 0, a simple data file. This
can be our list of addresses, a word processing
file such as a Quill document, or even a Super-
basic program. Yes, in QDOS terms at least, a

basic "program" is actually little more than a data
file in terms of how it's stored. lf you've ever tried
copying a basic program to the screen, you will
have seen it's stored like a text file.

The other common type is Type 1, an executable
program, a program you would start with an
EXEC or EXIC-W command as opposed to a

basic program which you'd LRUN. Programs like
Quill and Abacus are 'type 1'or 'executable'pro-

grams.

You may nol have heard of Type 2, as it's gene-
rally used by programmers. Type 2 is something
called an SROFF file which I think stands for
Sinclair Relocatable Object File Format or
something like that. lt's often used by assembler
software and the like. Whatever: it's not some-
thing you need to worry too much aboul if just

wriling simple basic programs.

Type 255 (sometimes known as Type -1) is a

directory type. For systems which have hard
disks or other devices like romdisqs which
support level 2 directories, the value 255 entered
in the file header signifies this is a folder or
directory as opposed to a normalfile or program.
Unfortunately, directory types aren't consistent
on older systems. According to the list above,
the CST Thor used a file type of 3 to indicate a

directory

Some programs implemented other file types,
but these tend to be non-standard and some-
times cause more problems than they are worth.
The two l've come across have been The Pain-
ter and one of the Spectrum emulators. As an
example of the problems, try using the ZIP pro-
gram to archive copies of these non-standard file
types and watch it fail.

PRTNTFTrP(#3) returns the type of a file open on
channel *3. lt will return a number corresponding
to the type as indicated above, e.g. 0 for a simple
data file, or l for an executable program file

You can also use FTYP with an implicit channel'
PRINT rrw(lurrp1-MyFile" )

FDAT
Executable program files have a 'dataspace' as-
sociated with them. This is a sort of workspace
area for the program - most programs will need
a few kilobytes {some need much more than
thatl) in which to store lheir data for example. You
can check the dataspace value with the FDAT
function.
PRINT fnlf ( luftplMyProgram_taskil )

This will print the size of the dataspace required
in bytes.

As an interesting aside, the loss of the dataspace
value can make a program unexecutable. A few
years ago, I transferred some QL programs to a
PC disk to run on someone's QL emulalor When I

tried to execute them on that machine I kept
getting a 'bad parameter'error When a QL pro-
gram is copied to a PC disk, it is often stored as
a plain and simple data file since the PC does not
understand QL file headers - programs lose their
headers when copied to PC media in most cases
and restoring it is a bit of a specialised job.

FNAME$
This function returns the name of a file open via
a given channel number lt may seem obvious
really, you have to know the filename so why do
you need to have a function to tell you the file-
name? The answer is that usually you don't, but
there are some uses which apply from time to
time.
0PEN-IN #/t, "F1p1-MyFi1e"
PRrNr FNAIm$(#1.)
cr0sE #4

PRINT FNAII{E$(#4) would return the filename
without the drive name, i.e. MyFile. Sometimes it
can be useful to just get the filename without the
drive name, e.g. if writing a routine to list file-
names on a given drive.

A more advanced use is to separate directory
names and filenames.

Modern QL hard disk systems can have complex
directories storing many filenames. lf you open a

directory channel to a full filename, you can use
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Looking back to Simon Goodwin's DIY Toolkit
series from QL World. lf we look back to the
February 19BB issue, we see his articles about
GETHEAD and STTHFAD commands Having
opened a channel to the file, the GETHEAD
command letches the 64 byte header in to a

buffer in memory'

100 INPII] tFilenasle: r;filename$
110 0PEN #3,filenane$
120 buffer = ALCHP(64)
130 GETItrAD #3,buffer
1/+0 PRINTfFLEN File length =t;pEEK_L(buffer)
150 PRINT'FTYP File type =r;PEEK(buffer+5)
160 PRINT'FDAT Dataspac€ .r;PEEI(-L(buffer+6)
170 PRINT t FXTRA j-nformation=| 

; PEEf\-L(buffer+10)
180 PRINT I FUPDT update date= | ;PEEf\*L(buf ter+52)
190 CL0SE #3
200 RECHP buffer

To alter the values you can poke new values into
the header which has been copied into memory
and then use SETHEAD to wrile out the new
headet e.g. to change the dataspace value:

182 P0KE-L buffer+6,10240 : REMark 10KB dataspaee
18lr SETHEAD #3,buffer

Note that for SETHEAD to work, line 110 must
use an OPEN command, not an CPEN*IN com-
mand.
Line 184 sends 64 bytes to the file header from
the given address in memory.

When you poke values into the 64 byte header
buffer you MUST be very careful what you
change. lt is all too easy to cause havoc.
Consider what might happen if you POKI-W a
value of 200 into the filename length word 14

bytes from the beginning. The QL only allows a
36 character filename length at the very most, so
the effect rnay be a little unpredicatble if not di-
sastrous!

One possibility is a backup program. Since the
header allows for an update date and a backup
date, it is reasonable to compare the two dates
to see if the file has been changed since lhe last
backup was made. Obviously you have to ensure
your QL clock is at the correct date and timel

1. Make a backup copy and set the backup date
stored 60 bytes from the start of the header of
the original file to the time of the backup.

2. Copy the file onto the backup disk.

3. Next time you make a backup you simply load
the header into the buffer in memory and com-
pare dates:

REMark C0PY a file to backup dlsk ONLY if modified
REMark since it was last baeked up
rr PEEK-t(buffer+52), eenKJ(luffer+60) TTIEN

REMark update date is greater than baekup date
REI'lark so it has been uodlfied since last baekup
REMark C0PY the file to backup disk
C0PY filenane$ T0 <backup filenarne>
POKE-L buffer+60rDATE : REMark new backup date
SETHEAD #channel, buf fer

END ]F

The above is not a working piece of code of
course, I leave that to you! lt is probably not
worth writing such a backup utility unless you
fancy the challenge since there are perfectly
good backup programs for the QL already.

Front End

Here's a useful little example of the use of the
FTYP function. This program is a very simple
little front end for your floppy disks. lt lists files
which are executable programs on a disk. lt
reads a list of filenames by sending the output of
a DIR command to a file called raml-TMP (so
you must have a ramdisk). Note that it won't work
if there are directories on the disk since the DIR

cornmand adds ' *'' to the filenarnes on lines
which list directory names.

100 Cffi : CIS #0
110 INPUT #0,'which drive? ridri'ire$
120 DIR \ran1-tmp,drive$
130 0PEN-IN #J,raml-tmp
1/'0 INPUT #3,t$ , REMark skip nediur nane
150 rNPUT #3,1$ : REI*lark skip nediul eapacity
160 PRINT drlve$;' contains the following

executable programs: I

170 REPeat progran
180 rF Eor(#3) THEN EXrr program
l-90 rNPUT #3,t$
200 rr mvp(\0rive$&t$) = 1 THEN PRINT t$
210 END REPeat progran
220 CLOSE #3
230 DELE?E ranl-tnp

FOP-DIR
A better way to step through file headers is to
use lhe FOP*D|R function to open a channel to
the directory of a given drive and regard the
'directory'as a large file with 64 byte entries for
each file. Here's an example program to do this.

Rather than the usual simple DIR listing it shows
file type, filename, lile length and file update date
- my very own version of the WSIry command!

It opens a channel to the directory of the drive
you enter lt then steps through each 64 byte
entry picking up the details as it goes along. lt
uses lhe BG[T\ command to set the file pointer

"-,.- #i}.**l*.**



position within the directory as required, check-
ing that it hasn't reached the end in line 190.

Since basic has no function to get a long word
from a file, I wrote a little function to fetch 4 con-
secutive byte values and multiply them 1o a long
word value.

The one difficult bit is identifying 'gaps' in the
directory where a file has been deleted This
program assumes that a directory entry having a
filename with a length of zero and a file length of
zero is a deleted file, and so does not print that
entry

100 CLS : CtS #0
110 INPUT #0rtDrive? ';drive$
120 ok = F0P--DIR(#3,arive$)
130 IF ok < 0 THEN PRINT #Or'0ops error ';ok : STOP

1/r0 file-postn = 0
150 PRINT'TYPE FITENAME I,ENGTH UPDATE DATEI
160 REPeat progran
L7A REMark point to filename length
180 BGET #3\fi1e-postn
190 IF E0F(#3) fnnu EXIT prograrn : REMark directory ended
200 fl = Get-Along-lJord(#l)
270 :

220 REMark point to f11e type byte
4A BGET #3\fi1e-postn+5
210 BGET #3,ft
254 :

26A REMark point to filename
27A BGET #3\file-postn+1/*
280 C,E\ #3, filenane$
29A :

30A IF filename$ <> tr 0R f1 () 0 THEN

3L0 REMark not a deleted file
320 REMark point to file update date
330 BGET #3\fi1e-postn+52
310 fud = Get-Along_ttord(#3)
350 i

360 PRINT ft T0 5;filename$;t ';f1;' ';DATE$(fud)
374 END IF
380 file-postn = file-postn + 64 : REMark next entry
390 END REPeat program
400 cr0sE #3
/*10 ST0P
4za :
/n3O ngfine FuNction Get-A-Long-llord( channel)
410 l,00a1 a,byte(/+)
l-ra FORa=1T0/+
460 BGET #channel,bybe(a)
47A END FOR a
480 RETurn 2r6x256x256xbyte(1) + 2J6x256xuyte(2) + 256xbyte(3) + byte(4)
/*gO gND DEFine Get-A-Long-lJord

Here are some suggestions for improving the
above routine a bit * your project to keep you
occupied until the next issue comes out!

f. instead of the file type numbet print a symbol
before the filename to indicte the type, e.g t for
executable,',' for a directory.

2. the update date isn't applicable to directories.

3. the program doesn'l list files in sub-direclories,
it would need to call itself or a routine like itself lo
read the content of a directory then return to
itself to complete the current directory (refer to
previous articles about recursion in past QL
Todaysl)

4. the output looks a little bit messy so arrange
the output in neater columns.
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ln this issue we willcontinue the hard drive theme
by looking at other hard drive systems for ma-
chines that are not QLs. I am grateful to Derek
Stewart for his contribution on Q40/Q60 hard
drives included here. This is really how I would
like this series to work. I am looking for contribu-
tions from other writers on subjects I may not be
so familiar with. lf there is something that you feel
you could cover do let me know and I will be
happy to include it.

QPC2 and QXL
I will lump these two together because QPC2
uses a more sophisticated version of the original
hard drive system set up for the QXL Card.

The Cenesis of the QXL.WIN
When the QXL fmulator Card was first introduced
by Miracle Systems it was a bold and very
interesting idea. Stuart Honeyball had, in fact, put
a separate computer into a PC, The QXL card
had its own processor and ram and just used the
PC's peripherals as l/O. ln many ways this was an

innovative design and required nol only a good
hardware design but also posed a taxing soft-
ware problem. Somehow you had to get a

68xxxx system to co-exist and communicate
with 386 and 486 chip systems
Tony Tebby handled this very well and it was the
birth of and infant that grew to be SMSQ/E. Once
you had the llo talking to the board the next
problem was handling the storage media. The
SMSQ Operating System for the QXL cards ran in
DOS mode and had direct access to any of the
drives connected to the host computer lt could,
therefore, see both the floppy and hard drives. lt
had drivers for the floppy drives which could
operate in both DOS and QL mode so you could
read disks in either format from inside SMSQ. You
could also write to these disks provided you
observed the rules for whatever type of drive
that you were using at the time. lf it was a QL
disk you had a limit of 36 characters in the file
name and if it was a DOS disk you had a limit of B

characters followed by a '.' and then an optional

:j

three character file type extension. The same
limits are also seen in QPC2 which, although it
runs under the O/S of the computer {which can
be Windows 98/Millenniuml20O0 or XP) still has
1o adhere to the eight characler '.' extension rule
for non-Ql floppies This is because the floppy
disks themselves, when formatted for use on a
PC, have the old style File Allocation Table (FAT)

and that does not allow anything else. Windows
fudges this to allow longer names on its hard
drives and, in Windows 98 the system is called
fAI32 (referring to the 32-bit nature of the newer
FAT). Windows 2000 and XP can use NTFS a

more stable system developed from the Win-
dows NT OiS developed for servers and net-
work system. Windows allows drives io be parti-
tioned {i.e. split into sections and 80Gb drive can
be made up of four 20mb partitions for instance.
Once this is done and the partitions are format-
ted Windows will assign a drive letter and then
not show you what disk it is on unless you force
it to. lt names the drive from the letter C so the
frrst one - the one from which it boots, is called
'C\' {'A;\' and 'B,\' are reserved for floppy drives
and, since PCs only ever have one floppy drive
'B:\'rarely gets used)

You do not really need this background know-
ledge of how the file systems operate to use the
QL emulators but it is helpful to understand what
the system is sitting on. There has been a lot of
criticism in the past of the QL's 36 character limit
but it is just a throwback to the lack of foresight
that is traditionally the way that systems develop.
To be honest, in comparison to the DOS file sys-
tem, ours was a lot more flexible in its time. Our
problem was that we failed to tackle it when it

became a problem although, if we had, I'm sure
that Tony Tebby's solution would have been a lot
more elegant than that adopted by Windows. By
the time we did start to look at it many of the
programmers that would have had to adapt their
work to accommodate a newer system had left
the Ql-scene. Mind you there are still plans afoot
to adapt the system.

.. J-*-'*-**t.,toLJ
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Allof this preamble helps to explain a, sometimes
baffling, message that occurs when you want to
copy a file from a hard drive partition to a floppy.
lf you have a file called
wlNl_LETTER050705_DOC
and you try to copy that to a DOS format floppy
you get an error message which reads
'Winl-letter050705-doc not found'. This, of
course, is nonsense because you can both see
and open the file on the hard drive. What it is

saying to you is that you are trying to copy that
file and are breaking the eight characters " three
character rule. That actual file name is 12

characlers {it ignores the WlNl- bit} and it does
not recognise '-' as a separator between the
filename and the file extension. change this to
C0PY WINLIETTER050705--D0C to

f1p1.*1e050705. DOC

and it will do it.

F-lard Drive Creation
Both the QXL card and QPC2 emulator can
create an area or areas on the hard drive{s) that
can be used as a virtual hard drive. The process
of doing this has cause many a heart flutter and
panic amongst users unfamiliar with the way it is
done. There are two things that this system does
not do. Firstly it does not format your hard drive
or any part of it and secondly it does not parti-
tion your drives or even, need a partition pro-
gram to create a space for it to exist. All that
happens is you create a large lile on the target
drive and lhis seen by the QL system as a hard
drive. The size and position of that file are com-
pletely under the control of the user in QPC2
and, also, in SMSQ/E v3.xx for the QXL. Earlier
versions of SMSQ/E and SMSQ for the QXL had
fixed drives Let me explain.

The active Operating System for both the QXL
and QPC2 is SMSQ/E. ln the case of the QXL the
firmware and the card itself do all of the setting
up of the host system to allow SMSQ/E to run
and, in the case of QPC2 it is the QPC2 program
that does the same job. ln SMSQIE there are a
fixed number of hard drive'slots'- WlNl- through
to WINS*. ln earlier versions of the QXL card
these were all set to fixed drives,
WlNt* was C:\QXL.WIN
WlN2* was D:\QXL.WIN etc

lf you had only one drive or partition and wanted
to have two or three of the QXL.WIN files you
had to use an old DOS-command called SUBST
to create virtual drives. Very Messy and not pos-

sible on systems like Windows 2000 or XP which
do not run on a DOS base. The drive allocation
for SMSQ/E for the QXL is now configurable and
can be altered in the SMSQiE config block, The
configuration of QPC2 is done from its opening
screen but it still configures SMSQiE and it is in
the SMSQ/F config block that this information is
stored. You can access this by clicklng on the
'Devices' lcon on the main QPC2 starlup screen.
From now on I will talk about the devices from a

viewpoint of both systems and indicate where
any divergence may lie

ln order to create a QL hard drive on your PC
drive it must first have a name. Both the QXL
SMSQIE and QPC2 come configured as in the
example above but this assumes you have B

hard drives or partitions to put each of the
QXL.WIN files on. Since the first of these is

C\QXLWIN and your primary drive is almost
always C'\ you can go ahead and format that one
straight off. First check the amount of free space
on the drive and decide how large you think your
QL hard drive will need to be. 100M8 should be
more than enough for the average user so, if you
have enough space available (don't forget this file
will exist all the time and will permanently occupy
that 100M8 of space on your hard drive), let us
go ahead and format it. Start the emulator and
type, at the command prompt:
I{]N_FORMAT 1

Then hit ENTER. Nothing appreciable will happen.
All you have done is to remove the format pro-

tection from that drive within the system The
format protect will remain off for the rest of the
time that you are using the ernulator but will be
reset to be protected if you close it down and
restart it. You can manually reset the protection
by typing:
!{IN_F0RMAT 1,0
(but don't do it if you want to format next).

To format, type next:
FORMAT !fIN1_1OO

This is the command to create a 100M8 File

called QXLWIN on the C\ drive. Before this
happens, however there is a further protection
from accidentally formatting a drive A message
will appear that reads 'To formal WlNl- lype XX'
where 'XX' represent a randomly generaled pair

of letters. lf you enter those two letters at the
command line the drive will be created and you
will get a Format message detailing the number



of sectors in lhe output window on the screen. lf
you now quit back to Windows and look at the
directory for WlNl- you will find a file called
QXL.WN that is 100M8 in size. You can go back
to the emulator and start copying QL files to your
new 100M8 drive.

But what if you want to have more than one hard
drive for your system? lf you only have one drive
with one partition on it you will have to change
the list. Using either the QPC2 startup screen or
Menuconfig, change the name given to WlN2-.
As an example we will change it to be QXL2WIN
ln practice it can be anything you want but it is
sensible to keep it as something you will recog-
nise later just in case you lose the original QPC2
and have to reset the system from scratch. Once
you have reconfigured the name you can go
ahead and create the new drive. Don't forget to
save it or when you reboot the emulation the
change will be lost. ln QPC2 you can make a

change in the startup screen and carry on with-
out saving, The change will be in force during
that session but, if you quit the emulator and then
restart it, the change will be lost. A useful thing if
you want to make a change for just one session
but confusing if you don't.
This time we type,
I,IIN_FONMAT 2

because it will be formatting WlN2- and carry on
with the same procedure as before,
FORMAT WIN2_'O

Will give you a 50MB drive for WlN2* and create
a file on the PC's drive called QXL2.W|N.
You can repeat this for all B of the WIN drives in

the list, changing the drive names and locations
appropriately lf you have more than one drive or
partition the QXL.WIN files can be anywhere on
these too.

Other Devices
You cannol, of course, create or write to a

QXLVVIN lile on a CD ROM. You can, however
read a QXL.WIN file on that device by changing
one of the hard drive allocations to locate that
file. For example, if you CD*ROM is [:\ and it has
a file on it called QXL.WIN you can change
SMSQ/I to make WINB- be 'E\QXLIWIN' lt will
then read that drive and it is able to copy files
from it to your other drives.

One important point here. lf you copy that entire
QXL.WIN file to a hard drive and then try to
change any of the files and save them you will
find, when you look at them again after a reboot,
they will not be changed. This is because a
CD-ROM is exaclly that, Read Only Memory. lts
files are flagged automatically as Read Only and
any changes to them are discarded. Windows
knows this bui the QL emulator does not. lt ca-
ches the changes you have rnade and you can
go back and look at them but they go away
when the cache is flushed. lf you want to do this
you can either copy all of the files from the
QXL.WIN-file from within the ernulator {we do not
have a write protect flag it is only the QXLItVIN
file itselt) or copy the QXL.WIN file in Windows,
right click the file, choose 'properties' and then
turn off the write protection. You can then write
to it as normal.

You can also make QXLI/VIN files on removable
disks such as ZIP drives, SYQUEST disks, USB
memory sticks, and any of the flash memory
devices that can be plugged into a card reader
The method is just the same as above. For

example, if your USB memory dives is seem by
the PC as Drive G\ change a will drive, WINS*
for exarnple, to be G\QXLIVIN and repeat the
formula above to create the file.

It is important to make the QXL.WIN file slightly
smaller than the capacity of the drive you are
putting it on so it has room for its file map and
utility software. lt may also seem self evident, but
make sure the device has a medium in it,

Windows may see a USB ZIP drive as drive F,\

but it will also see it as that even if there is no
disk in the drive. I have had a user try to format
the device with no drive in it. lt is also important
to remember that Windows will change the drive
letter of it's own volition depending on how it
sees the devices on boot up. lf you have a Card
Reader and a USB ZIP drive and you plug them
in after boot up the first device may get the
lower number but this is nol a hard and fast rule.
lf you are using these devices always check
before running the emulator thal the drives are
where you expect the to be.

That seems have used up all of the space I have
for this issue so I willhave to leave lhe subject of
Drive commands and Backup to the next arlicle.
Once again I welcome any feedback and contri-
butions to this series.
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QxO Hard Disk Partitioning
The definition of hard disk partitions on the
Q60/Q40 is really a pain from SMSQ/[, The only
pariition software around is the rather difficult to
use MKPART by Tony Tebby
Tony expects everyone to know how seclors to
Kilobytes and Megabytes are on the hard drive.
Also you must define all the hard drive at once.
Tony Tebby's documentation recommends that
partition sizes of 256M8 should be used on hard
drives, this has not changed since the Q40 first
came out,
The first 3 partitions using MKPART are user
definable, assuming you know the size in sectors.
The 4th and last partition must use all of the
remaining space. So if you have 20GB hard drive,
you have to define:
Partition tl :256 MB
Partition s2 :256 MB
Partition u3 :256 MB
Pariition s4 

' 19 25 GB

Which means that, potentially you could have
WlN4- as a 19.25 Gb disk partition which contra-
dicts Tony's documentation.
I do not use MKPART as it is not very flexible, I

normally boot the QxO machine with Shoestring
Linux that is bootable from a CDROM disk and
use the Linux atarr-fdisk program which allows
many types of disk partitions to used, including

QWA type partitions for use on SMSQ/E
lnormally define 3 partitions of 512Mb in size for
SMSQ/E and leave the remaining partition to
used for Linux.
The size of the SMSQ/I partitions is double that
of recommended on Tony Tebby's documenta-
tion. But by experimenting I found that with
512Mb partitioning and the newer version of
SMSQ/I v3.xx with no slave blocks, then disk
access was acceptable. There has been no re-
commendation from the authors of SMSQ/I con-
cerning disk partition sizes.
Once the partitions have been defined, use the
standard WIN-DRIVE and WIN-FORMAT com-
mands to format the partitions as SMSQ/I
drives. That is,

LIIN-IRIVI $irLnumber, IDE-Drive-Unit-),lumber,
partition-num

Where'
win-nunber= WlNl to WlNs
IDE-Drive-Unit-Jrlumber= IDE drive nr o to ,

o= Primary Master
r= Primary Slave
e= Secondary Master
j = Secondary Slave

partition*-num= drive partition number 1 to /r

Nole' Maximum of 4 partitions can be defined on
the drive.

For example would be,
IIIN-IRIVE 1,0,0 : REMark 1st partition
on the prinary master drive
I,IIN-}RIVE 2,0,t : REMark 2nd partition
on the primary master drive

WIN-IRIVE 3,0,2 : REMark Jrd partition
on the prinary master drive

lf the parlition number is left out
WIN-DRIVE slatemenl, then all of the
assumed. E.g.
WIN*,RM 4,7 : REMark A11 of the drive
on the Primary Slave

This is useful for Compact Flash disks, Zip Disks
and Syquest Disks

Next the formatting of the SMSQ/I partitions.
SMSQ/E has a safely feature to prevent acciden-
tal formatting of the partition. So the command
WIN-FORMAT has to be used.
The definition of WIN-FORMAT is,

WIN_FORMAT $iq-number, protection-state

Where,
win-number= WIN 1 to WINB
proteetion-state= 0 Of 1

0= Protect partition from being formatted
t= Allow parlition to be formatted

So to format WlNl- use:
I{IN_F0RMAT 1,1
then use the FORMAT command'
F0RMAT win--number, drive-name
Where,
wirLnunber= WIN 1 t0 WlNs
drive--name= Standard QL style drive naming.

The format command will generate the QWA
type disk structure for SMSQ/E.
I then type in urN-FoRMAT 1,0 this may not be
necessary but this is just to be safe.
The WIN drive are now ready for use.

The WIN-DRIVE commands must be used to
define all the WIN drives on boot up, but they can
be changed about so you can have different
type of SMSQ/E systems running.

of the
drive is
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PSION XCHANGE PROBLEMS
We stillget asked many questions aboul Quilland
Xchange and it is easy to forget that these old
iavourites are still used by many QL users. Here's
a small selection of answers I've given to ques-
tions asked about Quill and Xchange over the
last year or two.

1. When I try to access the help frles in Quill in
Xchange on a QL it doesn't seem to work
now thal I'm running it from hard disk. lt used
lo work frne when I ran it from floppy disk.

Xchange needs to be able to find files which
have names ending with -hob (which I think
slands for Help OBiect) - quil*hob for example.
Xchange looks up the DATA-USI and
PROG-USI default drive settings when search-
ing for these. lf you have placed Xchange in a di-
rectory called Winl-Xchange- for example, you
can help things along by setting DATA*USE
winl-Xchange-,PR0G-USE winl_Xchange_ lf
you are using version 3 901 of Xchange for the
QL, the boot program sels this for you in line 190
of the copy I have to hand. When you start
Xchange, it shows what the default and help
drives are on the right hand side of the opening
screen, so you can tell where it it is likely to look
for the help files, The reason it used to work is
that on floppy disk systems, DATA-USE and
PROG-USE usually point automatically lo FLPI-
isame place as your copy of Xchange), whereas
on a hard disk system they may point to WlNl-
{whereas your copy of Xchange is probably in a
directory called Winl-Xchange-)

2. Does the same apply lo the printer driverg I

don'f know if my printer driver is being ig-
nored or simply not found.

The printer driver system in Xchange Quill is
rather more complex than in the original version
of Quill.

binations which can hinder this depending on
how you have sel up the printer driver: lf you only
use a printer driver called xchange-dat and none
of the other named files above, and the
xchange-dat is on the default drive, there
shouldn't be a problem.

3. When I start Quill in Xchange lhe little boxes
and lines are offset from the commands and
prompts al lhe top of the screen. lt looks
untidy but doesn't seem to crash the
program.

Xchange and Quill were written in a time when
512x256 pixels was the only screen display size
available to QL users. lt would appear that Quill
(or possibly much of Xchange) draws its graphics
in a bit of a non-standard way, writing direct to
the screen instead of going via the operating
system. 0n modern emulators, Aurora cards, Q40
or Q60, QXL cards and so on the screen display
may well be a different size to the original QL
screen and possibly at a completely different lo-
cation in the computer's memory so the program
accidentally draws these lines in the wrong place
on the screen because it miscalculates where to
put them on a screen display it does not fully un-
derstand. There isn't really anything you can do
to correct this behavioul but fortunately it does
no permanent harm other than making a bit of a
pig's ear of the display and the eflect can be
much reduced by pressing F2 1o remove the
prompts area if you know your way around Quill
without needing constant help text {you can al-
ways switch it back on again with F2 if you need
to be reminded how to use a particular com-
mand).

4. Somehow fhe display got messed up, but
the program is still working, can I redraw the
displa1f

Quill can use individual printer drivers, apart from Yes, if your keyboard has an F10 key, press that.
the default printer driver named "xchange-dat' lf not, press SHIFT F5
The individual printer drivers are name 'quil-dat',

and the task name followed by '-dat'. The latter 5. As we haven'l got manuals far Xchange,
{task name & -dat) lakes precedence, followed we'd llke to try to add to lhe help files as we
by the former iquil-dat), followed by find out more about the program rn case we
'xchange-dat". ln addition to this, each driver will forget what we have learned!
be searched for on the default drive, then on the The Xchange package includes a few Super-
drive on which the program searches for help, So BASIC proglams to h-elp with this job. Look for
there are a number of possible setups and com- programs c-alled hobl-b'as and hob2_bas to split



up the help text into individual pages and join

them back logether again after you have edited
them in any text editor Read the text file called
hobutils-txt for more details. Note that you must
limit line width in the help files to no more than 64
characters. For those who prefer to use assem-
bler there is also a SuperBASlC program called
hob2asm-bas to help with the job.

6. ls it possible lo work on more than one docu-
ment af a time in Quill?

You need multiple incarnalions of the program to
do this. You might be able to do this with ordina-
ry Quill if you have a program to tame its habit of
grabbing all available free memory {e g if you use
pointer environment, use the 'P' option in an

EXEP or one of the hotkey extensions to limit
how much that copy of Quill is to have, e.g. IXEP
FLP1-QU|LL,756 will start a copy of Quill and
prevent it trying to grab rnore than 256kilobytes
of memory). To work on more than one docu-
ment, start another copy of Quill and then use
CTRL C to switch between them, using SHIFT F5
or F10 to redraw the display if this does not
happen automatically Where this can in theory
go wrong is that if two or more copies of ordi-
nary Quill run short of memory and try to start a
def-tmp file {Quill's temporary files on disk when
they run low on memory) in the same place,

some unexpected things may go wrong. ln prac-
tice, as long as you are generous enough with
how much memory each copy has available

{256K is usually more than enough}it's unlikely to
happen.
This problem need nol happen with the Xchange
version of Quill because it has a 'front end' to
cope with handling more than one copy of
Archive, Abacus, Easel and Quill. This is the
screen you see when you start the package,
when it asks you to choose with SPACT which
of the programs to select, then press ENTER to
start it. I am typing this into Xchange Quill now
and I suddenly realise I need to load another
DOC file to check something in the instructions.
So, with the commands on at the lop of the
screen in Quill, I see the prompt to press F6 for
Xchange. Pressing F6 takes me back 1o the
Xchange menu, from where I can select the
option which says'QUILL -NtW TASK'and this
will start a fresh copy of Quill while the first copy
stays in memory. Now load the second document

{if you are unsure about this it might pay to save
the first document first just in case something
goes wrong). lf you want to pop into the first
document for a moment, press F6 to take you
back to the Xchange menu, select the other

copy of Quill {hopefully you gave them different
names when you started them such as quilll and
quill2 to help you tell which is whichl) and carry
on doing this as required. When I first started
using Xchange many years ago I only ever used
one copy because it had never occurred to me
that Xchange could maintain more than one copy
at a iime!

7. Why do lhe Psion programs restricl me to
shorl filenames of B charaeters, an under-
score and a three character exfension?

These programs were written before the QL
design was complete and they use a filename
format which is a mix of CP/M or MSDOS slyle
(8.3 filenames) and early QDOS style which uses
underscore and short drive names with no direc-
tory names. Xchange does away with this limit
and you can have filenames which include drive
names, directory names and filenames longer
than B letters long as long as you don't go over
the total filename length which is allowed by the
QL - a maximum of 36 characters in total before
you add on the drive name {41 if you include the
drive name). For me, this was a good reason to
use Xchange rather than ordinary Quill

B. Can I control the amount of memory
Xchange uses, even though I don't have
pointer environment?

The copy I have defaults to 310K of memory if
just started with a simple EXEC command. lf you
have Toolkit 2 {and it's on lust about every QL
syslem these days) you can specify in an tX
command how much memory Xchange is to
have,
EX If INI-XCHANGEJCHANGE; rr200r'

that would allow it just 2O0kilobytes, for example

9. I use a display size larger than 512x256
pixels. Xchange always starls in lhe same
place, can it be moved to a different part of
the displaf

Yes, press CTRL F4 {hold down the CTRL key
and tap the F4 key). A little "double square'
symbol appears and this can be moved around
the screen with the cursor arrow keys. Press
SPACT or ENTER and this is dropped at the
current location and the Xchange display moves
there. This can be useful with some old programs
which cannot be moved around the screen - you
can move Xchange out of the way so that
Xchange uses on part of the screen while the
other program stays stuck at the top left of the
screen.
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Many issues ago, I published
my short PAR printer selection
program for QPC2. You can
view the current printer assign-
ments and, if required, change
the printer{s). lt was not just

rnore comforlable, it dates
back to the times where QPC2
allowed"only" 4 printers to be
assigned to PAR1 to PAR4, and
I use more- so I wanted to re-

assign them easily. Marcel then
changed the possible assign-
ments to a maximum of B, but
you can only assign the first
four through the QPC2 confi-
guration menu.
I assign PARB permanently in
my BOOT menu, and keep
PAR5 to 7 as 'spares'. NoW
with QPCPrint, these spares
are no spares anymore tl
bought some Canon Pixma's
cheaply before Canon intro-
duced the new X200 models
with protected, much more
expensive ink). At present,
there are 10 printers in use in

the house, so lneed to be able
to re-assign them if required,
and I also need to be able to
specify whether they should
use QPCPrint or not. You may
think: why not use QPCPrint on
all printers as it is so well
working. The reason is: two
printers do not use ESC/P2 at
all - I have a small EPSON POS
printer {TM-U295) to print cre-
dit card slips, address labels
etc. - and it is not recognised
by Windows at all. lts language
is ESC/POS. I have connected
it in RAW mode and print di-

rectly to it. The other printer is

my old EPSON Laser printer
capable of various printer lan-
guages including the EPSON
Page printer "GQ" mode. Most
manuals are printed on it in this
GQ mode with a dedicated

text8T GQ printer driver; there-
fore a general pass through
QPC Print would result in

garbage on this printer When I

switch this laserprinter to
Laserjet mode, QPCPrint prints
happily on it.

So it became necessary for
me to see which prinler was
set to use QPCPrrnt and which
one wasn't. And I need to be
able to selecl whelher an

assigned printer should use
QPCPrint or not.

I have added a few lines of
code to the old printer
selection program - here it is'

ryreGhffi Mcm

It is self-explanatory. Just type
it in, save it as, say
uinl-PARSEI-bae and then
execute it whenever required

teg EX wini-PARssl)
You have the option of
changing the settings of PAR1

to PAR4 in one go (that used
to be useful when I was tra-
velling with my laptop and I had
yust one portable printer con-
nected) .,. you may as well
change all B printers in one
go... lleave it to you to change
the program listing if you want
to do this.

100 JOB-NAME rrPrinter Selecttl
110 CL0SE#2,#1,#0
120 0PEN#0,eon

t.^130 i,tINDOLr#O, 460, 20O, 30, 3A
140 BoRDER#A, 1, /+ :P APER#O, 7 : CI.S#O

150 OUTI,N

160 :

170 REPeat loop
180 DrM 1$(8,60)
190 FOR x=1 T0 B

200 1$(x) =,rPAI?n &x&"' r' &PAILGETPRTNTER$ (x) grrlt$ ( " ", 60)
210 IF PAR-GETFITTER( x) : 1$ (x, 50 T0) = " [QPCPrint] "
220 END FOR x
230 1$(0)="PAR1-PAR4: all /. same settingsft
2/*0 :

250 choiee=LIST*SEtECT( "Change PAR assignment", 1$)
250 IF choice=-1:QUIT
270 :

280 DrM p$(P$_PRTNTERC0UNT, 80)
290 FOR P=1 TO PAR_PRINTERCOUNT

300 pElr; =PAR-PRrNrERNaun$ (P)
310 aND FOR p
324 :

330 printer=LfST*SELECT("Select printerr',p$(1 T0 ))
3/rO ff printer=-1:NEXT loop
35A f4:t=4: IF choiee> 0: f=ehoice:t=f
36A qpepr=ITEI{-SELECT(r'Select print moderrrrrUse

QPCPrint?tt, rrYestt, uNott )
370 IF epcpr=2:epcpr=0
380 FOR s=f T0 t
390 PAR-SETPRINTER s,p$(printer+1)
/*OO PAR_SETFILTER s,qpcpr
410 END FOR s
420 END REPeat
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I have just received the latest edi{ion of QL Today
and read about your new appointment and the
resignation of Dilwyn. I also read David
Dereham's article and I musl confess I am very
much like his friend. {l am 77, bought my QL in
1984 and lam stuck in my old ways)
I use mainly the Quill and Abacus and a bit of
Easel My daughters also had QL's for a number
of years but sadly they have jumped ship and
gone to Microsoft
Before going further On behalf of the many QL
Today readers like me, I would like you to pass
on our thanks to Dilwyn for keeping us up to
date with what is happening to QL even if we
remain quiet about it and don't seem to respond
very much.
Until his death, Felix Fonteyn looked after us and
got us up to Tower boxes, Super Gold Cards,
Twin Flopppies etc and Bill Richardson has also
helped us. Rich Mellor has more recently sorted
oul my printer problems.
Geofl it doesn't take much for something in an

article lo go over my head and from then on lam
usually lost. I don't know whether or noi it is

possible but ideally, I would like someone to take
my system from me and hand it back to me with
the Pointer Environment and Access to the
lnternet working. I would be very happy to pay
for this.

Your article on "Promises" moved me to thinking
that I should attend the 'QL is 21 Show' in

Portsmouth on 29th/30th Oclober lf something
could be worked out I could bring the equipment
with me.
I wish you well in your new position and hope
that it will give you great satisfaction. I apologise
for putting my problems on your desk so early in
your appointment but your first issue did some-
thing to move me to write to you

lread Roy Wood's reference to QCtDtZt in the
last issue which leads me to report a recent
experience with that program.

A Quanta member recently requested from me a
copy of the latest Quanta Library CD. After
receiving it he reported that it would not open
and read the 130Mb QXLVVIN file. He was using
version 1.12 of QCDEZE. The version in the Quan-
ta Library is 1.12a. I confirrned his findings using
versron 1.1.2 on my Aurora setup and then repea-
ted the exercise with version l.IZa and the
QXL.WN file opened correclly I then recommen-
ded that the member copy this latest version of
QCDZE from the Library CD to his Aurora via a
floppy disc using QPC2 on his PC, The program
then worked correctly as expected. The conclu-
sion is that if you experience problems, check
that you are using the latest version!

$mndilffi
FREE CIVEAWAY
I offer free of charge an almost complete collec-
tion of QL USER/QL WORLD from Dec B4lJan
85 to May 94 (called Vol. 3 lssue 5)

The issues Mar 91, May 92 are missing. A few
issues are photocopies.
Parcelpostage at your charge
f.PBraun
E-Mail: epbraun@libero.it

FREE ADS
I would like io remind you that small ads in

QL Today are free of charge, as long as they are

private and QL-related. So please consider
sending an E-mail to QLToday@J-M-S.com before
you decide to throw items away I had recently
enquiries from ex-Qlers who came back to the
QL scene and were searching for Pascal and
other things which are not actively produced for
the QL for many years. Old QL books etc are
usually of interest to other Qlers as well.

lf you have several items, please specify what
you want for all items together and for individul
items ... especially if interested QLer live outside
your country, then the postage for heavy items
may be quite high, unfortunately.
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AUK 4+aytrailirg socket designed to swikh off
computer peipherals automdically whor the
computer is switehed ofl u (in the case sf ar ATX
cornputer) wtrsr it flrto-powtrs do**rr. Canprudfc&
has ons cor&ol sockefi, and three s$ritctred soekds.
Car be used with ligln#tdfi/rnonitors-ie a QL
monitor csrbeueed as a swikh csrtrol.

cost f24

Up to $ mbyte offlarh memoryfor the QL
A srnall plug in cirsuit for the QL's ROM port (or
Aurora) giviry 2,4 orB rnbytes ofperrnancr* storags -
it crr be thou*t cfas a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads a[ some 2 mbyte per second
Tbink of it - pu could firlty boot ar eryanded QL,
including dl driv€rcr3MsQ cfc off R.omllirq at had
dish rymd with only a meinory $pansion ne6d6d

? mbytrs Rornflisq.....,,.....f39 (f401J41)
4mfutes RoanDisq..............{f,5{iffiff6CI
I mbyt€E RomDisq..........f,,9t $99/ff m)

Aurora adaptcr.................. ....f,l (I3. 5 0114)A mrJor hnrdsnre rpgrade for the QL
AII Hsmer feab-res (working ssLI? *. 19200,
indepsrdent band rateslde-bounced keyboard/
keyclick) IBM AT kbd I1f'/1 HIGH SFF-ED R$?32 at
376ffJ'/1 serial mouse port and 2 other RS?32 inputd/
3 ItO linss l/ EEPROM
Cost {including rnanuaUsofisme} .......*fl} (I9?y€93}
IBM -#T UK la;rout Keybord............... f, I I (f, I 3/f I 5)
Serial mouse. ..................... fB $8.50/S9)
Capslock/scrollock Lffi ............"......fI (I1.J0/11.5S)
Keyboad or mouse Iead .................... f,3 (f,i.J 0/f3.5 0)
High sp eed srrial (eer3) Iead...........,.. f4 ($4.5 0iS4.5 0)

Ileiurcr rncilitk forf,2s (s26/5e?) Wor.king artl2 rnd
irdcFtrdGEt input, dcbounccd kEJ|tscrd"

SuperHermer LITE: Ail Hennes feahre (se
aborie) + an IBM AT krybord inteface only.
Cort (incl keybord lead) ... "................. f,St (f5#f55)

A.low prof,rle powened hckplane with ROkt port
A bree eryrrsiom baclpl,nre ryith ROM po* iurluded for

RoulDisq Etr. Arrora can be filhd iu aobonk c*e rnd
prrred offsingte 5V rril - codact QBrach fu ddrik. Ttrrs
bordr (q Aurtna and tiold CrdjBry:r {lsld Crd/Goldfire
trxed ts brse. Suihble fs Arumz (ROM r*cescibk Aom
outrids) & QL motheftsard ir tssEr crsr. Sp*ify ROM
faeiag IN tawerds boerds, or OIJ'f tcsedr ba*k of case.

Csrt.............. .........,............9i4 (J35/$q

I:lC INTERN'ACES
Carurectr to Minena MKII and any Philipr IzC bur

Pomr Driver Interfice 16 Bo lin* wif.h 12 dtler* rdto
csntrul S curred, carrytag or*pr*s {murce rnd cirik crpeble)
2 arrp (rnr I rElrgrr, mrrll rnutnl$......,.............f,40 (f43/f44)
4 amF total (for motors etc) ...................... f,45 (J481f50)
Relnw {E 3a f2vz-waymains relrl'r (needs 2apor:r
&ivEr]....,....,.,. .$:ls Fe#ses)
Prrallel Interface (}ft.es 16 iryrdlorsut lbe. Ca be
ured*tgerrer logic rigg ls re requird...........C25 S3?/I2E)
Arslogue k*erfrcc Givrr dglt I bit anebgm b niEiH
irydr {ADC) and tru t bit digitrl to enahtrrc o1butt
(DAq. II*il fmhup rnarulncn$ nrmrl rsqrrqg go
5 KII'),9yplotting.... .....-......c:l0 F3llW,
Tem probe (-4tl'c to +125"q..............-. f, r$ S,f o.50I€r r)
Conn Etrr for fau tcmp poDcr............... g10 F10.50/flf)
Drte rlarb..". ....S:f F,?.50/53)
Control rolt*ert & msnnal (for dl IIF).........f,2 (IJl.SO/gt

OL REPAIRS fliK onlv)
Fixed pricc for unmodified QLs, ercl microdrives. QLs

te€td wi*t Thorn-EMI rig rrd ROM softwile

f,ilT incl 6 month guarantee

fte Onf(lfnfll, srrtem operiting rrr
O:THER FEATURE$I COMMON TO ALt I/ERSIONS
DEBUC}GED opaatiqg ry*tor/ u$oboot os ratt ofpor:r
frih$sf Mutttple Bacic/ frsttr sr;hE*{€r- gnphics (silhin
1(}96 o'f ligbhiug) - string hndlin# stHEN ERRoRr znd
screer/ TR.ACFJ am-English ktybord drins*/ tlys-:r
ftgt resd. Vl.yI with split Oufpfff band rate (+ Ilemres)
& built fu Multbrric.

I'ir* rrygrads free. Otbrrin rend f! (+trs fm m'ItrIrl if requd),
Send di*plur f,.*E sr ttru IRC!

MKr-.-f,40 (r4l /f43) MHL.f,Gs {i56/f5T

ltf,IIYERllA RTC S!tril) + battcryfur2S byf:r ran
CRASIIPROOS'clork & I2C bur for inhrfaciry Can
rl*otcot frm brtlrr?bsd(cd rrm. Quid< rtrt-q.

ftl, SPARES

FritriEh&tGtllrrmaF!.kirE&imil*hmappficahh) Priffim: IIK (Euupel8rdnfwr$, FaXrcdtyrleqrerhammhhritftUK
illdrot&r*d !t&r r CASfil I Ga m hger rmllt rxd Frtmanb u uK mlt tls prc hinretim iAE u IRC ftr frI ltot sd &kiL il! Fet l!



The routine uses case-independant character-
comparisons, so as to render some of the ana-
grams more confusing, so don't worry about
posilioning CAPS LOCK. The code should be
self-explanatory but I have only put a limited se-
ries of words in DATA to keep the length of the
program short enough to be printable. tnjoy
yourself by adding extra words and their ana-
grams to the DATA-list. The program automatically
counts the DATA-elements, so there is no need
for you to do so. lf you should compile long lists,
why not let the tditor know so that others can
benefit by them. ln any event, this program should
keep you occupied for quite a few hours
extending the lists, especially if you intend to ley
your children use it.

Compiling anagram-lists is very absorbing. I

couldn't resist the challenge of the last data-iteml
Any offers on anlidisestablishmenlarianism or
floccipaucinhilif ipicalion?

If anybody has a guess on Sleye's lwo chal-
lenge words above, please mail them to
QLToday@J-M-S.com

100 ::
110 REMark ANAGRAMS-bas by S.Poole. v10sept200/t
120 CTEAR: 0PEN#1rcon-6/*: I,IIND0W 512,256,0,0: CLS: RESTORE 2?0: rrord*et=O
$A REPeat loop: IF EOF: EXIT loop: ELSE : READ datum$: data_ct=data_ct+1
L4A RESTORX 270
r50 :

150 FOR anagrarrs;1 T0 datect/2
t7A READ word$ranagram$
180 REPeat try
190 AT 2,2: CLS 3: PRINT anagram$: AT 4,2: CT,S 3: INPUT try$
2A0 Lg-ana=LEN(anagram$): Lg*try=i,EN(try$): IF Lg*ana<>Lg-try: NEXT try
270 mask$=FILL$(txtrLg-ana)
22A FOR char=1 T0 Lg-ana: IF try$(ehar)=ws16g(char): mask$(char)=tst61*n"r,
230 AI j,2: CLS 3: fF try$<>word$: PRINT mask$: NEXT try: ELSE EXIT try
210 END REPeat try
250 END FOR anagrams
260 :

270 DATA tabacustrtaSCUBAr , rbasicrrtlscabt , tcomputertrtrecutM0Pr , tdiskrrtskldr
280 DATA reditf r rtider , rformatr, ttoFARMr , rgamesrr rasGEMt , rhashrr rshahl
290 DATA rinputrr tti.nUPt , tjustifytr tfujiSTYt , rkeSnrordstr tskyROlfEDt, tloadtr rof iAr
300 DATA tnerger, rEgermr, rnextr, rtel]Xr, ropenrr tnoper, rpauser, rUSapel

310 DATA f returnt, tturnertr tsavet, rvasetr ttirner, ritemrr tviewrr twiver
320 DATA rwindowf , rl,I0lddinr, ryellowr, rwe110Yl

330 DATA I supercalifragilisticexpialldocious I

340 DATA' IgoILIAC1fDRACULASpeEXTT1spERIL0US'

Many years ago I wrote an Anagrams program 1o

test my young daughter's wits. lt was wrilten in

French although the method will work just as
easily in any language. The routine uses a mask-
ing technique to save it having to repeat the
same checks over and over again.
lf you don't get the right solution first-time the
program will tell you which letters are correct until
you get it all right. I have always found that
children thrive on programs which give them
several attempts, as this develops their skills,
whereas a simple'Failed'will discourage them ra-
pidly. (lndeed the children made astonishing pro-
gress on maths programs I wrote for them, which
got ihem doing all sorts of arithmetic accuratel!1
against the clock, in no time). lt seems that
children prefer the corrections of an anonymous
computer rather than the admonitions of their
parents, no matter how tactfullly done.

Edrtor: I haye lried the program without looking
al il frrsf, and il is entertarning. Steve has sent
us more programs which will be published in lhe
nexl issues - thanks a lol.

*ii'..#;a**-'
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A lew years ago I had a chat with Jonathan
Hudson at a Quanta workshop where he be-
moaned the lack of publically available documen-
tation for the QL,
A little later this was to inspire my QL Documen-
tation CD, a pet project of mine where I gathered
as much information as I could onto one CD with
the intention of making it generally available.
Thanks to people like Darren Branagh the CD
was marketed and many copies issued.
Now Quanta members can get hold of the CD at
a substantial cost saving, another advantage of
joining Quantal
Recently I set about updating this CD and found
myself pleasantly surprised by the amount of
content, so I thought it might make an interesting
article in itsell listing all of the material I have
gathered into one easy to access collection. At
the time of writing (August 2005), the CD was up
to v2.80
It is my happy duty to thank all those who have
contributed material and scoured out useful
material like the printer programming inforrnation

{Alfred Kendall and Bruce Nicholls}, Motorola
assembler programming information {too many
names to rnention), not to mention those who
scanned and OCRed manuals for older QL
interfaces so that second user buyers stand a

chance of being able to acquire replacement
manuals. Thanks also to all those traders like
Miracle Systems who gave me permission to
rnclude manuals for their products. Specialthanks
to Tony Firshman who kindly gave me ready to
include manuals.
Thanks are due to Jochen Merz who has allowed
me to make available several articles from QL
Today, and to the authors of these articles for
allowing them to be used.
Grateful thanks also to Laurence Reeves who
has made available the sources for the Minerva
ROM version 1.98, which willno doubt be of great
interest to those who wish to tinker with the
operating system and machine code generally.
The idea behind this CD is to provide a "one stop
shop" for QL related documentation. With this in

mind, if you have any documentation to provide
that is not already listed here, please contact us
so that we may include it in later editions of this
CD,

WffiMmrcm6
text are to be found in Adobe PDF (Portable
Documenl Format). While some of these may be
viewed in Ghostscript for QDOS {ported to the
QL by Jonathan Hudson), a copy of the Windows
version of the Adobe Reader v5.0 program is

included on the CD. ln Windows, go to the'acro'
folder on the CD and run the ar500enu.exe self-
extracting archive, which will extract the reader
and start an inslallation wizard to guide you
through installation. Should you wish to try ex-
tracling text from these PDF files, a short text file
called copytext.txt is included in the 'acro' folder
to avoid you having to wade through the Adobe
Acrobat Reader's help files to find out how it's
done!
The majority of files are in Quill DOC, Word DOC,
Plain text or PDF format text files. ln many cases,
I've duplicated the files in various formats to
make life easier Where possible, the files are
duplicated in a QXL,WIN for emulalor users and in

Windows folders outside the QXLItVIN. Most of
the material is also included archived in a 'zips'

folder for those unable to access the QXL.WIN
Before llist a summary of what's on the CD, may
I state that this CD is itself freeware. The whole
idea was to make the collection of documen-
tation available in one sel. Please feel free to
pass a copy of this CD on to all interested Qlersl

file
the

Although most of the documents on this CD are
in Ql-readable formats {plain text or Quill DOC ASCIICODES
files for example), some of the more complex Qt ASCII code list from Don Taylor:
documents combining pictures, diagrams and

*"r-"**"*-'-r*
-.""*-*.*ff,)ffi11IIT .

Programming lnformation for
680x0 Systems

68000 ASSEMBLER INFORMATION
A large and comprehensive plain text
describing assembler programming for
68000 instruction sei.

68040 USER MANUAL
A substantial Motorola document describing how
the 68040 works. This is not the Programmers
Reference manual {see below) This is in Adobe
PDF file format.

680x0 PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE MANUAL
Motorola M68000 family programmer's reference
manual, including CPU32 instructions. Supplied as
Adobe PDF files



AURORA MANUAL
The Aurora manualin plain text, QuillDOC, Adobe
PDF and Word DOC file formats, plus the Aurora
technical details {registers, screens, detecting
Aurora, extended ROM details etc) from Aurora
designer Zeljko Naslasic.

BUTTON FRAME
fxample program listing frorn Jochen Merz
showing how to use and free a button in

QPAC2's Button Frame for BASIC.

C TUTORIAL
A tutorial for lhose wishing to learn C {e.g. C6B
on the QL)

cFGC68
Jonathan Hudson's atlempts to provide a confi-
guration block system for C6B

CLOCKING IN ARTICLES
A series of articles from QL Today dealing with
anything from the QL clock to Star liek stardates
and printing your own calendars! lncludes a dis-
cussion of the Zeller's Congruence dates formu-
la. Now updated to include part 4 from QL Today
Vol B lssue 3 (including the revised calendar
listing).

COMPUTER GLOSSARY ARTICLE
An article from QL Today magazine, explaining
some common computing terms with emphasis
on the QL side of thingsl

LEVEL 1 CONFIGURATION BLOCKS
The original 'level 1' QJump confrguration block
data format.

LEVEL 2 CONFIGURATION BLOCKS
The more recent configuration block information,
from Jochen Merz Software. lncludes a list of
Level2 Config lDs registered so fat

DEV DEVICE INFORMATION
The DEV device is a device name substitution
system to help with getting older QL so{tware
which do not understand long filenames to run
from hard disk systems, for example. The DtV
device is built into many modern QL systems
such as rnost Miracle Systems disk interfaces,
SMSQ/I and also as a file called DFV-RIXT
which may be added to some systems as
resident exlensions This lile contains an article
about using DEV

DIREN KEYBOARD INTERFACE
This is a scanned manual for a Diren keyboard

interface, along with 5 diagrams from the instruc-
tion sheet. The QL graphics are in PIC and SCR
formats, while the original PC scanned graphics
are in PCX format.

DISCOVER DISC FORMAT REFERENCE
Dave Walker's documentation on the disc for-
mats supported by his Discover and Multi-Dis-
cover programs. lncludes his notes on the QL
floppy disk format.

Disk lnterfaces

Replacement manuals for older QL disk
interfaces. Manuals for the Mrracle Systems units
may be found elsewhere in the 'miracle'directory.

CST QDisk. There are three versions of the ma-
nual, for version 1, 2 and 3 interfaces. ln the file-
names below, X=1, 2 or 3 as appropriate.

Cumana Disk lnterface manual

Generic disk interface manual. A general pur-
pose manual for most older QL disk interfaces
Obviously, if the manual for your interface is listed
here, use that particular manual, otherwise refer
to this generic one. Due to the inclusion of pic-
tures, it is best to use the Word DOC or the PDF
file version.

Falkenberg hard disk interface manual.

Sandy Superdisk and SuperQBoard interfaces

TRL128 - The Technology Research Ltd Delta
128 disk interface with 12BK RAM

DISPLAY CODE
An article and assembler source showing how to
handle high resolution displays by reading the
necessary information from the operating system
legally. Provides a set of extensions for Super-
BASIC or SBASIC {works in QDOS or SMSQ/[}
giving S*BASIC and compiled BASIC program-
mers access to legal methods of reading screen
sizes etc across all Ql-type platforms. To install
the extensions in SBASIC or SuperBASlC
{S*BASIC is an accepted way of meaning bothl}
simply LRESPR the DISPLAY-cde file. Now sup-
plied as version 2 with additional extensions for
GD2 detection, Window Manager versions etc

DO
Al Boehm's article about using the DO command
to process files of S*BASIC commands as
though they were batch files.



EASYBASE FILE FORMAT
The file structure information for the EasyBase
dalabase system for the QL.

EASYPTR TUTORIAL FROM NORMAN DUNBAR
Easyptr is a programming utility from Albin Hess-
ler Software, to assist with the easier production
of pointer driven software for the QL. Norman
Dunbar didn't find the going so 'Easy' when he
frrst used EasyPtr so he set about producing this
tutorial for the package. EasyPtr is available from
Q-Branch and Jochen Merz Software.

EASYPTR 4 ARTICLES
First, there was the colour drivers. Next came the
new Window Manager tWM2) to make better use
of the colour drivers. Then tasyptr was updated
to version 4 to actually allow us mere mortals to
write programs to best make use of the new
lacilities programmed into the operating system
by people like Marcel Kilgus. Now that [asyptr 4
is available from QBranch and JMS I thought I'd

better write some articles about actually using
the new system. These are a short series of
articles from QL Today Volume 9 and Volume 10

offering a gentle introduction to writing programs
using the new facilities, and a review article
about a wonderful little extra utility called QCoCo
{a program written by Wolfgang Uhlig} which
makes designing colour schemes for the System
Palette that much easier Some of the diagrams
from the articles {e.g. screen dumps} are in .GlF

format.
The files in the col- folder are an introduction to
use of the new colours elc.
The files in the qcoco* folder are those for the
QCoCo software review
The files in the scale- folder are those for the
article showing how to use scalable menus from
Easyptr v4.

ERROR HANDLING
A discussion of error trapping from S*BASIC, in-

cluding valuable information on the largely un-
documented WHIN TRROR structure and equi-
valents in Turbo and Qliberator programs.

EXPANDING YOUR QL
Two part article about expanding your QL sys-
tem. Looks at hardware, software and operating
systems available.

EXTRAS
Alex Wells and Francois van Emelen between
them have produced a list of some 3,100 BASIC
extension names found in various QL toolkits.
This should serve as a useful reference espe-

cially for those writing such toolkits, in order to
avoid name clashes. The file comes in various
text forms and a .dbs format database file for
DBAS users on the QL.

FILE HEADER FORMAT
Short file showing the format of the 64 byte file
headers used in the QL filing system.

FILENAME EXTENSIONS
A QL Today article listing filename extensions in
common use, so you can tell from the -xyz file-
name ending what type of file it is.

FOXPRO DBF TO QL DBS FILE CONVERSION
lnformation on file siructures of Foxpro files plus
a BASIC program to do the conversion, from
Francois van Emelem. First published in QL Today.

QL DBS files are database files for D. Howells's
DBAS database utility available from Quanta
library Thierry Godefroy's website and most
other sources of free QL software.

USING FLOATING POINT UNITS FROM
QDOSiSMSQ
A suite of files from George Gwilt showing how
to access FPUs from QDOS and SMSQ systems.
This is version 1.20 of the FPSave software and
documentalion.

GD2 GRAPHICS AND GRADUATED FILLS
An article from QL Today an introduction to use
of the new colours available to SMSQ/E based
systems with 'colour drivers' or GD2. Also in-

cludes some notes on producing graduated
blocks of colour

GD2 GRAPHICS CONVERSION
Articles from QL Today volume B issue 3. The
first is a listing by Malcolm Lear to assist with
conversion of 24 bit BMP graphics files from Win-
dows to QL graphics, while the second deals
with converting QL GD2 screens {16-bit and 256
colour B bit graphics) to Windows .BMP file for-
mat.

GOING ONLINE
A nine part series by Bill Cable about using your
QL to go online to a Bulletin Board.

CRAPHICS FORMATS
A tile describing the format of several types of
QL graphics files, including screens, area save
bitmaps {PlC}, Eye-Q, Page Designer and Profes-
sional Publisher files. Plus a couple of QL-specific
graphics compression lormats.



A short file with a description from PROGS of the
Line Design page file formal.
A set of text files describing cornmon non-Ql
graphics format, included here for any QL
programmer wishing to write graphical code to
handle non-QL graphics files. The files cover,
Windows BMP files. GIF Graphics lnterchange
Formal files {plus GlFB9a)^ IFF lnterchange Format
Files. JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
files. PCX ZSoft Paintbrush files. PNG Portable
Network Graphics. Various Atari ST graphics files
and TIFF Tagged lmage File Format files

HOTKEYS ARTICLES
A series of 3 articles from QL Today about using
the Hotkey System from the pointer environment.
A nice gentle introduction to this rather difficult
subject for newcomers.
HKEYS is an article listing all the Hotkey System
ll commands in SuperBASlC and goes on to de-
scribe using the extended Hotkey definitions to
drive QPAC2 menus via the option commands
etc. A useful reference document.

HTML SPECIFICATION DOCU-
MENTS
Documents from W3C, the World Wide Web
Consortium, included here in the hope that one
day the QL will have a good HTML browser or
viewer Once that day arrives, we can use HTML
to provide manuals and help files on disk for
example. lf copying these files from this CD,
please note that the HTML 4 documents direc-
tory contains a number of sub-directories.
HTML 2.0 specification
HTML 3 2 specification
I{TML 4.01 specification documents and related
files
XHTML 1.0 The Extensible Hyper 

-lbxt 
Markup

Language

HTML TUTORIAL
l\orman Dunbar's tutorial to help you learn HTML
- useful for creating those Ql-related websites!

INTERTACES GUIDE
Article from IQLR magazine by the late Dennis
Briggs listing most of the early QL disk interfaces
and other cards, complete with simple diagrams
to aid identification. The diagrams are PIC files to
go with the QL version of the document, or .PCX
files to go with the Windows version.

INTERNET ARTICLE
An article by Phoebus R Dokos explaining how
to connect to the internel using a QL emulator

supporting TCP/IP connection facilities and pro-
grams like QL Lynx, QL FTP and the QL emailap-
plications.

IPC8O49 DISASSEMBLY
The disassembled source code for the 8049
second processor in the QL.

JOYSTICKS ON QL
How to connect a switched joystick such as an
Atari switched joystick to the Ql- CTL ports.

JMROM DISASSEMBLY
A disassembly and notes on the QL's version JM
ROM

JSROM DISASSEMBLY
A disassembly of the QL's version JS ROM.

KEITH MITCHELTS HARDWARE
DOCUI\4ENTS
A series of ASCII files drawn up by Keith as he
has serviced some QL add-ons over the years.
All should be viewable on an B0 column screen,
as they are basically plain text files.

MACHINE CODE TUTORIAL
68000 machine code tutor These ASCII files are
intended to help experienced machine coders
from other processors come across to 68000.

MATHS STACK PROGRAMMING ARTICLE
An article by Norman Dunbar about the use of
the Maths Stack on the QL.

METADRIVERS
Lengthy article from Nasta {Zeliko Nastasic} on
meta drivers for the QL.

MINERVA 1.98
Laurence Reeves has kindly made available the
sources and ROM image for version 1.98 of the
Minerva ROM, a replacement ROM for the QL.
There is a huge number of files, mostly assem-
bler source files, so I have not attempled io dupli-
cate this directory outside the qxl.win {a} in case
of making mistakes in a complex set of files, and
(b) the files are alrnost all for QL editors and as-
semblers. For those unable lo access the qxl.win,
lhe files are all contained in three zipped files in

the ZIPS folder See the README*TXT file in the
MINERVA folder for details of what the files are.

MI RACLE SYSTEMS MANUALS
A set of replacement manuals for Miracle Sys-
tems Ltd QL add-ons All in plain text format.
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Scanned with much appreciated assistance from POINTER ENVIRONMENT IDIOT'S GUIDE
Dave Westburlr
Gold Card manual
QXL Card manual
Super Gold Card manual
'liump 

Card manual
Miracle Hard Disk System manual
Miracle Disk Adaptor guide
Centronics Printer interface
ED Disk Drives Manual
Super Gold Card printer cable adaptor

Modems
9600 BAUD MODEM INFORMATION -General

information about 9600 baud modems.

COMWORDS - A communications and modems
glossary - many terms explained.

Monitors
Replacemenl manual for Sinclair Vision-Ql and
Microvitec Cub QL monitors.

MUSIC
An article from QL Today and a short basic pro-
gram to help with the setting of musical note
vaiues for musical use o{ the BEEP command.
Contains BEEP parameter values for given notes,
and a short program to display frequencies of
given notes in Hertz.

NETWORK
An article about the QL network. The standard
QL, Aurora and QXL all have a simple to connect
two wire network built in, able to connect up to
64 QLs together as a simple local area network.

PIC FILES
Short article showing how to handle pointer envi-
ronment area save files, also known as PIC files.

Normally you would use facilities provided by
pointer environment to handle such files, but if
you really musl write your own code to load/
save these files this article should at least pro-

vide you with sufficient information to get you
started.

Pointer Environment
lf you have never used QL pointer environment
before, this is a good introductory article from
David Denham. Originally published in QL-lbday
magazine under the title of "lt's Not Rude To

Point', this package includes the article itself plus

a copy of the version of pointer environment files
referred to in the article,

A really good introduction to the Pointer Environ-
ment on the QL and compatibles. Starts from first
prinoples and gently helps you to get going. Use
the Viewer program supplied to view the pictures
via links built into the text file.

potNTER ENVTRONMENT |DIOT'S GUTDE THTML
VERSION, CONVERTED BY TIM SWENSON)
A version of the above Pointer Environment
ldiot's Guide converted to HTML by Tim Swen-
son. View with your favourite browser!

Printer Programming lnforma-
tion
EPSON ESC-Pz DOCUMENTATON
A substantial set of documents describing the
fpson ESC/P2 printer control code sel. Presently,
only in PDF format - any volunteers to convert
these into QL readable format? lt may of course
be possible to print these using Jonathan Hud-
son's QDOS Ghostscript port, otherwise you'll

have to resort lo using Adobe's Acrobat {PDF}
Reader
A cut down version {text only} of the [SC/P2
guide is available as Quill or Word DOC files-this
is merely a lisi of control codes and notes on
each command.

HP PCL3 DOCUMENMNON
A file listing the control code sets for the HP

Deskjet 600 and compatible printers. Although
intended for the Deskjet 600 printer most of the
Deskjet and some LaserJet ranges from Hewlett-
Packard will handle the information in this docu-
ment.

PSION PRINTER-DAT FILE FORMAT
Explains the format of the printer-dat files used
with the Psion QL suite {Quill etc}.

PSION PROGRAMS FILE FORMAT
Notes on Abacus file structures, from Christopher
Cave

Notes from Psion regarding format of Quill and
Abacus Transfer files, the format used to move
files from these programs between the different
versions of these programs on different target
machines without the loss of data that might oc-
cur if export files were used for example. The
ABATRA files refer to Abacus, while QUILTR files
refer to Quill.

TEXTIDY NOTES-lbxtidy*ref is a sel of notes from Dave Walker



concerning the format of the Psion applications'
files

PTR KEYS
Keys for pointer device, from SMSQIE sources.
Format of device driver definition block an
assembler file.

Q40 and Q60 Material
The Q40/Q60 mainboard user manual, Q40/Q60
hardware documentation and the Q40/Q60 sba-
sic part of the SMSQ/I manual. This is only the
Q40iQ60 specific part of the SMSQ/E manual,
you'll need a legitimate general SMSQII manual
to complement this.

Q4O CD
A short article showing how to read CD-ROMs
on a Q40 using the Atapi-CD drivers and the
QCDIZI software

QDOS HINTS
Selection of hints and manual updates on a

variety of Ql-related subiects

QDOS INTERNALS
A selection of inforrnation files frorn Norrnan Dun-
bar's web site, all sorts fo information about
QDOSI

QDOS LOW LEVEL INFORMATION
A document made up from a variety oi smaller
documents. Plenty of information about anything
from QL error codes to memory map and QDOS
Traps lists.

QIMI INTERFACE INFORMATION
The QlMl {QL lnternal Mouse lnterface) has long
been the 'standard' QL mouse system and most
other systems are based on this in some form or
other The document lists some technical and
programming information, while the PIC file con-
tains the QlMl interface circuit diagram. Thanks to
Dave Westbury for these files.

QL CSYNC INVERSION
An article from Marcel Flipse which shows how
to make a little circuit board which inverts the
Csync pin video signal, This allows the QL to be
connected to CGA monitors which expect an
active-high signal {QL Csync pin normally gives
out an active-low signal). Note that this arlicle is

in Adobe PDF file format only.
Another article on the same subject from Bob
Gilder on how to use an IBM CGA monitor with a

QL

QL HACKERS JOURNAL
Back issues of all published issues of the QL
Hackers Journal, an e-zine by Timothy Swenson
aimed at programmers and advanced users of
the QL. A real treasure trove of useful
information.34 issues at the tirne of writing, all in
the QHJ directory

QL Manual
A version of the QL User Guide scanned as plain

text files, with the diagrams made into QL mode
4 PIC files.
1. lntroduction section of QL User Guide
2. Concepts section of QL User Guide
3 Keywords section of QL User Guide
4. Programming guide section of QL User Guide
There is also a PDF document format QL manual,

which came from the World 0f Spectrum web-
site.

QL SERVICE LIST
Robert Klein's QL Service List and QL FAQ files.

Both the original fXT files and versions conver-
ted to QL -TXT files are here, since rklein.htm
contains links to the original .txt files, These files
are a usetul reference, but do contain SOME
slightly out of date material by now

QL Service Manual
The Sinclair QL Service Manual, a detinitive guide
to the QL hardware and servicing. Supplied in

both Windows DOC {with PCX graphics} and PDF

formats, along with QL version in Quill DOC and
Plain lbxt with PIC file diagrams.

QL TODAY lndex
A set of plain text files by myself and Brian Kem-
mett, which make up an index lo volumes 1 to g
of QL Today magazine.

QL WORLD/QL USER MAGAZINE INDEX
A plain text file index to lhese two best known of
early QL magazines, by Chris Adams.

QMENU PROGRAMMING FROM BASIC
ARTICLE
An article from QL Today about using the Jochen
Merz Menu Extension {Q-Menu} from Super-
BASIC or SBASIC.

QPAC2 GUIDE
The Q-Branch QPAC2 supplement - a beginners
document showing how to start using QPAC2,
some hotkey commands and writing your own
boot files. ln Quill DOC, plain text and Text 87 for-
mats.



QPAC2 GERMAN THINGS LIST
A list of the Thing names in the German version
of QPAC2

QPC KEYWORDS GUIDE
Martin Head has produced a document similar to
the QL Manual's keywords guide, but including
the QPC-specific keywords too! lncludes Con-
cepts section.

QPLANE
The instruclion sheet for the QPlane powered
backplane for the QL. QPlane was designed by
Zeljko Nastasic and sold by QUBBESoft PlD.

QUANTA INDEX
An index to Quanta newsletter from issue 1 up to
1991, by Chris Adams.

QUBIDE
Some technical notes and utilities for the Qubide
QL IDE interface, and the Qubide ROM version 2
upgrade leaflet and notes on use of the Trashcan

QXL.WIN DOCUMENTATION
The QXL.WIN is the 'conlainer' filing system for
the QXL card and some QL emulators, which
store QL files inside a large file called QXLWIN on
the native drive of the host computer These do-
cuments {originally from the Austrian QL group}
describe the format of QXLWIN files

RAMDISKS ARTICLE
An article about using RAMdisks on QL systems.

RECURSION ARTICLE
Reproduced from QL Today this article deals with
that difficult programming subject, recursion. lt
gives several practical and useful example lis-
tings in SuperBASlC which are included both in
the article and as separate listings.

Reviews
A few reviews of some significant software for
the QL. Most of these are from Timothy Swen-
son.

SCALE COMMAND
A short article from QL 
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about the SCALT

command and how to calculate what horizontal
scale corresponds to the vertical specified in the
command for given window sizes.

SCART VIDEO CONNECTION
An article from QL Today by Richard Cooke
showing how to connect QL video to a Scart

input TV Details for both RGB and composite
video. Shows how to attach suitable value resis-
tors in line with the colour signals to ensure cor-
rect voltages etc. along with the calculations in-
volved.

SDUMP SCREEN DUMP DEVICE
Many QL disk interfaces have a built in screen
dump device called SDUMP and a file called
SDUMP-rext is also available to provide these
facilities on other Ql-type systems. This article
shows you how lo use SDUMP There is further
information in the liump Card manual elsewhere
on this CD.

SER 8056 PRINTER MANUAL
A scanned manual for the SerB056 serial com-
pact printer a thermal printer popular in the early
days of the QL and which is still found as a se-
cond hand printer at QL shows etc, often without
manuals. This manual has graphics mode docu-
mentation added, kindly supplied by Robert New-
son. Note that the manual includes about 17 line
diagrams. These are embedded into the Word
DOC and PDF files, whereas they are supplied as
separate PIC files with the QL DOC and TXT files.
I've also supplied them as loose GIF files with the
PC files,

SERIAL PORTS CONNECTIONS ARTICLE
1. Serial ports are a very useful means of inter-
connection between computers, but wiring ca-
bles for them can be a tricky experience! This
article written with advice from Tony Firshman
shows how to connect up the various types of
serial ports you are likely to encounter ll may be
useful if you wish to try to make up suitable
cables for use with the Sernet serial networking
software for example Article reproduced from
QL Today magazine.
2. An article from my website about making
cables for file transfer and serial conneclions
between QLs and PCs. Covers making cables for
QL connectors and PC serial ports which use
9-pin D and 25-pin D connectors. The diagrams
are all in .GlF format. There is also an HTML ver-
sion of the article on the PC side of the CD

SERNET
Sernet is a serial networking system for the QL,
derived from a previous MlDl connected system
called Midinel Using Sernet, QLs may be connec-
ted to other computers via the serial ports in the
same sort of way as the QL network ports are
used to connect two or more QLs together: Note
thal split input/output serial port drivers (STX and



SRX devices) are required by Sernet. These are
provided by the SMSQ/E operating system, or by
the SimSer device drivers for QDOS from H. P
Recktenwald.

SERNET ARTICLE
An article about Sernet from QL Today

SERNET ON Q4O ARTICLE
Derek Stewart's QL Today article about linking
Q40s with Sernet.

SERNET MANUAL
The Sernet manual, all 3 pages of it, is included,

SMSQ/E lnformation
GD2 AND SMSQ/E V2.9S INFORMATION
Tony Tebby's documents in M$ Word and HTML
formats {large files}. Documentationon the Gra-
phics Device 2 driver (GD2 or 'colour drivers')
and the changes in SMSQ/I and SBASIC from
v2.98 to handle the new facilities. Note: the -doc
files are for Word and will not load into Quill,

SMSQ/E MODULES ARTICLE
Articles about adding modules to SMSQ/E and
about Language Dependent Modules,

SMSQ HISTORY
An article about the development of SMSQ and
some of the problems the author faced during
the development. A really interesting read!

SMSQIE V3
Articles about the newly released version 3 of
SMSQ/E. Article by Phoebus Dokos about use of
SMSQ/E v3.00 with Super Gold Card/Qubide
A short series of articles from QL Today by Wolf-
gang Lenerz featuring the new Window Manager
2 facilities in SMSQ/E v3.00 including details of
new assembler calls and basic extensions.
Second part of above article - available in Quill
DOC, plain text and RTF file formats.

SORTING ROUTINES
Sorting routines in SuperBASlC published in QL
Today and a Radix (or binary tree) sort routine
from Slephen Poole, also published in QL Today.

SPRITES
Articles about the new sprites in GD2 system.
Addititonal information may be found in the
SMSQiE 2.98 and 3.00 documentation.

STELLA
Hxtensive notes in HTML format {with GIF illustra-

tions) on Stella concepts. Stella is the Tony Tebby
real-time operating syslem.

SUPERBASIC SOURCE BOOK
Tim Swenson's guide to Qliberator and other
S*BASIC programming utilities.

SYSTEM PALETTE - USING THE NEW WMAN
COLOURS FROM SBASIC
An article from QL Today Vol 9 lssue 3 about
using the new Window Manager 2 exlensions
from SBASIC,

SYSTEM VARIABLES LIST
A list of QDOS system variables, plus some addi-
tional SMSQ ones plus a few undocumented
ones. This list also documenls the more recent
ones which specify hardware details in this
machine such as processor type, computer type
and display lype, which may not appear in earlier
system variables documentation, plus a few
SMSQ specific system variables.

TF Services Manuals
Tony Firshman has kindly let me have copies of
the manuals for his hardware products for inclu-
sion on this CD A bit of a variety of file formats,
including plain text, Quill DOC and Adobe PDF
files. Useful as replacement manuals for these
products if you've lost a manual or bought
second-user hardware without a manual.

HERMES
The manual for TF Services's replacement chip
for the QL's original 8049 IPC chip.

I2C INTERFACES
The manual for the l2C interfaces to go with Mi-

nerva Mk ll's l2C bus system.

MPLANE
lnstruction sheet for the MPlane miniature back
plane.

ROMDISQ
lnstruction manual for the RomDisq flash memory
card for the QL.

SUPERHERMES
SuperHermes manual.

SUPERHERMES LITE
SuperHermes Lite manual.

US KEYBOARD
US keyboard tables files for SuperHermes.



TEXT QL
A rather cute liltle text character diagram of a QL
which I downloaded from a website somewhere
ican't remember who designed this). Useful for
adding a QL illustration to text-only documents
for example. Just merge this into the document!

THINCS
Few subjects in the QL world have caused as
much head-scratching as Things. A Thing is a
general purpose resource for QDOS or SMSQ,
but things are so general that it is impossible to
give them specific names, hence "Thing." The
rather general nature of Things makes it just as
hard to explain them as to invent a meaningful
name, but hopefully after reading these files you'll
be a little bit wiser

THINGS ARTICLES
A series of articles from QL Today by Jochen
Merz aboul"things.'

THING INFO PROGRAM
THING INFORMATION FILES

THOR MANUAL
The technical manual for the CST Thor, scanned
and presented as a PDF file. lt appears to have
been scanned as graphics, so I cannot offer a

text version.

TOOLKIT 2
This CD includes some manuals and articles
about Toolkit 2. Now that it has been made freely
distributable, I thought it appropriate to include a
copy of Toolkit 2 for those whose systems do
not include the almost mandatory copy of loolkit
2. Both the standard TK2 ROM image and the
disk-based reconfigurable version are included.
Use whichever version is best suited to your
requirements - some QL emulators such as QLay
and Qemulator can load the ROM image directly
For 
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2 manuals, see below

1. Disk Based Reconfigurable Toolkit 2 v2.A6b
2. Toolkit 2v2.12 ROM image l{.8.
As this is a ROM image, it should not be
LRESPRed in the usual way rather you should
use a ROM initialisation call'
base=RESPfr(t63s1.)
LBYTES FtPl-TK2-iXT, base
CALL base+PEEK,*lI (base+6 )

TOOLKIT 2 and RECONFIGURABLE TOOLKIT 2

MANUALS
A full manual for Toolkit 2, used with kind permis-
sion of Tony Tebby. Also includes the supplement

for the reconfigurable disk/microdrive based ver-
sion of Toolkit 2. A very useful file for those with
no Toolkit 2 manuals, who may have purchased
disk second-hand disk interfaces including Toolkit
2 on board for example.

TOOLKIT 2 TUTORIAL
A Toolkit 2 tutorial article originally published in

QReview magazine

TRA
lnformation from QL World and an extracl from
the SMSQ/E manual explaining use of the TRA
keyword for character translation and message
tables

UK SERIAL PORTS
H.P Recktenwald's article about the UK QL serial
ports.

WARES
An article about the various types of 'free"soft-
ware you may encounler {freeware, shareware,
charityware etc) and some information on how
you may need to unpack archives depending on
how the software is supplied.

What Type of Machine?
Two packages showing how you can read sys-
tem information to determine what type of QL
syslem your software is running on.

WHICH MACHINE AM I RUNNING ON? ARTICLE
QL TODAY)
More recent versions of our favourite operating
systems have been ported to run on various pro-

cessors and platforms. This article from QL
Today documents system variables and language
extensions which will help software to identify
which platlorm it's running on, e.g. so it can
check for certain hardware facilities and take
advantage of them. The article has been slightly
amended from the one published in QL Today
(QLay hardware code details)

WHAT HARDWARE
ln a separate directory a package by J.D. Mitchell
to emulate these functions using standard Super-
BASIC or SBASIC, capable of running on all plat-
forms.

WHEN VARIABLE
An article about the little used WHEN VARIABLI
or WHEN CONDITION structure present in some
versions of the QL ROM.



WORD FILE VIEWER
There are a number of documents on this CD in

Microsoft Word format, Not everyone has a copy
of Word, but there is a freeware viewer for these
files from Microsoft. This directory contains the
Word tile Viewer for Windows 95/98/NT The
program is supplied in a folder called
WORDVIEWIhe self-extracting archive has the
filename wd97vwr32.exe and instructions are in a
set of files called WordViewtxt,.rtf and .doc files.

Note: at the risk of stating the obvious, this is a
WINDOWS program, and NOT a QL program.
There is a program called catdoc for the QL

{ported from a Unix program of the same name}
which is available from Jonathan Hudson's
website, at www.daria.co.uk

ZIP AND UNZIP
A short article explaining how to use the most
common features of Zip and Unzip from the
command line.

ZIPPED COPIES OF ABOVE FILES
The zips-' directory conlains copies of most of
the above files in zipped format, in case you'd
like to distribute these via email or websites in
compressed format, or if you simply wish io
move the files to or from other computer media

{e.g. PC floppy disks} to a QL. There is a copy of
the ZIPS directory both inside the QXL.WIN sys-
tem. You will need a copy of UNZIP to decom-
press these. Programs like Winzip for Windows
will do the job, as will the QD0S Unzip from
Jonathan Hudson. This is a QDOSport of the
official lnfozip system, and the latest version may
be downloaded via Jonathan's website on
www.daria.co.uk

A copy of QDOS Unzip and Zip may be found on
this CD in their own folders, and archived copres
within the'zips' folder

fJochen wrilesJ lhanks Dilwyn for collecting all
fhis useful information I had to reply to Stephen
Poole from a long chat at Eindhoven, and fhis
article here is actually a reply. The documen-
tation CD conlarns all about display types and
resolutions {we cured a bug regarding
SCR-BASE at findhoven in one of Stephen's
programs). I wauld also recommend thl's CD to
all owners of QPG Print, as the EPSON docu-
mentafion explains the large set of control
codes in defail.

ll4ore on fhe next two pages in lhe Findhoven
show review..

@
JUST WONDS!

&rr ffrcsso,
Four years ago Just Words! published its rhyming dictionary using the slogan "Flighty
Aphradite in a mighSr nightie". $ince then the program has been used by a smafl, but
enthusiastic, group of buyers for writing everything from rook lyrics ta anti-abortion
sCIngs. After four years of use' the nightie has becorne a little bit worn and threadbare, so
we have given Aphrodite a brand new nightie in GD2 colours- To claim your free new
nightie, just produce your master disk.

Also available is the GDZ version of Auto-Graph, wttich completes the upgrading of the
Just Words! program range in the new colours. Our freeware range upgrades can be
downloaded from aur website and aur commercial range will be upgraded frea on charge
on production af yaur master disk.

JA9T WO&OS{ ffi$nffinilfrr€s Ot-fOO*y e# t7t} fftr* pusus#rile r€e&

Gesff Wicks, 56 Peveril Crescent, West Hallam, Derbyshire D€7 6ND, U.K.

Tet +44 (0)f 15 - %A 3713 ema il : gwicks@beeb. net



Like every year there is an

early a middle and a late
Eindhoven show Last year's
late show was QL 2444.
This time, it was'just'a local
show As I tend to go to
every Eindhoven meeting, if

only to meet people I have
not seen and spoken to for
a while, I was there, ol
course. I was unusually late,

this time, but only aboul an
hour ltletwork problems in

the morning at home forced
me to update the laptop via
WLAN, which took much
longer than planned. Being
already late, we discovered
after we left the motorway,
that half of the centre of
[indhoven was blocked and
being re-built ... and so was Floralaan, the road to
St.-Joris-College. But we got there... and believe it
or not, my usual space was already taken. Well,
visitors still managed to locate the J-M-S Desk in

the room :-)
The usual guests from Holland were already
there, but so was Stephen Poole from France.

During the day more visitors from Belgium,
Germany and France arrived - so it was quite an

international show again! You were missed,
Wolfgangl
Some of the visitors also missed Marcel and the
other dealers, but they had been present on the
QL Afterglow show at [indhoven in the middle of
this year and they have to travel quite some
distance to get there, unlike me.
But we used the time for chatting, discussions
and so on. Stephen Poole discovered that
changing the screen-base in his programs from

I3lA12 to SCR-BASE makes
his programs work not only
on a real QL, but also on
QPC2. At the momenl, his
program also assumes a

screen size of 32k ... but that
is not true anymore for
higher resolutions, so you
better use

SCR_Y],IMI(SCR*ILEN

to work out the screen size
in order to make it work on
all systems.
Well, Stephen was pleased
to see it working {'that was
the advantage of the GC
over QPC", he said at the
start of our talk - but now I

am sure he will love the
enorrnous speed and the
other advantages.)



Jens Wildgruber demonstra-
ted a QL in a small rack. No
moving or rotating parts, no
floppy disks, no harddisks,
no cooling ... but 1.25 GB of
storage!
He made the boards himself
to connect the QL to Com-
pact Flash cards, which are
his main memory
Jens also added a bus
system for his nautic navi-
gation system, which he con-
nects to SuperHermes. Have
a look at the pictures, great!
And the whole computer
consumes under 1A of
power Another nice show -

hope to see you next year
again!

lrlew Release to Showing at 'Ql-
is 21' Show

The next release of QDT will feature:
- the first offering of Drag & Drop capabilities
- updates to the lcon Draw program

Drag & Drop willallow copying or moving oblects
between the desktop andlor any open folders.
Functionality has been added to support the fu-
ture Run operation when the File Manager is

completed. This will allow a user to drag a file
from a File Manager window and drop it onto an

executable object, which will then be launched
and try to open the file that was dropped onto it
{if the program supports command line file load-
ing).

The included image illustrates the use of the
moved/copied icon itself during the move, inclu-
ding a label superimposed on the botlom of the
icon based cursor to remind the user of the ope-
ralion being done. An outline is generated live
around any object that the object is positioned
over and which can be dropped onto. Objects
that are not eligible for dropping or not posi-
tioned under the cursor willnot have the outline.
The lcon Draw program has been updated to add
a color picker that allows the user to pick any
color already in the icon directly inlo the left or
right mouse button colors. Also, the actual size

live update of the icon redraws very quickly now
thanks to the use of Marcel Kilgus' fantastic
sprite drawing routines. lf this window is hit, then
its window changes colors to show how a

design will look on different backgrounds.
For the following release, now that active
development is moving forward, the integrated
File Manager object will be presented. lt will look
basically like a QDT folder but will have live files
from a drive represented in il, allowing for all the
standard file management functions. Of course it
will be fully integrated into QDT This will include
the Drag & Drop run function previously
mentioned and likely a multiple selection drag
and drop capability.
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lbchnology has a way of creeping forward rather
relentlessly You may be perfectly happy with the
kit that you are using but you can be sure that,

six months afler you have peeled the wrapping
from a shiny new toy there will be a fasler smal-
ler neater one with more memory and functions
to die for sitting in a shop near you with designs
upon your credii card.
As such, therefore, it is always a tad surprising
that vintage computer systems like the QL ma-
naged to cling on and survive. The pace of deve-
lopment in these niche markets is always slower
that in the fast lane of the high street but deve-
lopments do happen and solutions do appear: ln
some ways the people who inhabit these tech-
nology cliques get more left behind that their
counterparts in the mainstream.
Some years ago, before lhe fallof the Berlin Wall,

I went over to the East sector of Germany tou-
ring with a rock band. The shops at the time

{1984) were very much like the shops I remem-
bered from the 1960s and I recalllooking at items
like cassette players with huge piano keys on
them marked with their functions in words (some

of these were in Russian - but it was stilla word).
By that time, in the west, we had akeady lost
words on appliances and the word 'PLAY' had
become ','. This was a gradual process in which
the symbol first appeared beneath the word and
lhen, as the device, and the controls for it, got
smaller lhere was no room for a written text and
the symbol was all that remained. A few years
after this the wall came down and, long before
there was any infrastructure of social support,
the wide eyed chain store proprietors marched
across the land and started to acquire premises
to fill with new toys. lt must have been very hard
for these people to suddenly have to work out
what these new symbols did and how the tech-
nology worked.
You may wonder where this is going and why I

am rambling on like this in a QL magazine. lt was
brought home to me last week when I had a visit
from a new customer He had a standard QL with
a Trump Card and a set of drives. One of these
was beginning to be unreliable so he wanted a

replacement for it. He was not, as far as lknow a

member of Quanta and did not know about this
magazine but found me by contacting {a very
grumpy) Ron Dunnett {'l have retired'} and then
being put onto Tony Firshman who directed him

ry W
to me. lreplaced his drives with new ones and he
also bought a Super Gold Card. When I tested
the new setup I just put a floppy disk in the drive
and typed'DlR FLP1-'. He was astonished to see
the file list come up on the screen and said he
had never heard of this command.
Now this is not whal I expected at all. I had al-
ways assumed that those users who still ran old
QLs with minimum expansion and used the origi-
nal QUILL, ARCHIVE, ABACUS and EASFL suite
would be proficient in getting the best out of
them. I even mentioned this in the last column. lt
seems not. All he had done was to put the disk
in, BOOT up ABACUS, use the spreadsheet, save
it on another disk, print it and then turn it off. How
many others are there out there like this, I won-
der? Can we do anything for them, or even reach
them?

Diskussion
Of course he went away pleased with the new
speed and extra memory of his new syslem.
Next day I got a call from him in panic. He could
not read any of his old disks. I wondered if his old
FLPZ* drive had gone out of alignment before it
died and if maybe we could only retrieve the data
from it by using that drive. This does happen
sometimes, especially of the get knocked sharp-
ly. Disk drives rely on the tracks being lined up. lt
will read the header from the disk, locate the files
you request and lhen step across the disk re-
trieving the data. A drive that is out of alignment
will write and read back from its own disks but
will not read any disks written 0n a drive which is
correctly aligned. lt may failto write to a disk that
is formatted on another drive.
This, howeve[ was not the problem. I should have
remembered an incident at a Workshop in tind-
hoven when someone was trying to demonstrate
a program they had written to another user only
to find that the other person could not read the
disks. He was also using a Trump Card and a set
of Drives and could read his own disks perfectly
on that.
The problem here was the way that technology
dealt with the jump lrom 72A sector DD disks to
1440 sector HD ones. When lhe first HD drives
hit the market there were, of course, a lot of DD
drives in evidence. ll was essential that users of
the new format could read data written on both



types of drive Now the main difference between
the formats was that the new one had double
the capacity of its predecessor Part of this was
achieved at the media level. The new disks had
finer particles and a better coating than the older
ones but this just enabled the main advance
which was to get the motor to step in smaller
increments and write narrower sectors on the
disk. There were other changes too, mainly in the
power used to write to the disk bul we won't go
too deeply into that
When the designers of the disks and drives
looked at the problem of distinguishing between
ihe two disk formats they realised that the solu-
tion was to add an extra hole to the HD disks
and add a second sensor to the drive This way
the drive could tell physically if the disk in it was
a HD or DD and set itself up to read and write in

lhe correct way. The trouble was that the chip on
the controller card had to know this too and,

more to the point, had to be aware thal there
was such a thing as an HD disk.
This is where my customer's problern came in.

liump cards were around before the arrival of the
HD disk format and so knew nothing about it.

Even though he had a set of HD disk drives and
was using HD disks they were being formatted
and written as if they were DD. When I replaced
the liump Card with a Super Gold Card, which
can recognise and conlrol HD disks, then sudden-
ly half his disks were unreadable. Luckily the so-
lution to this is eas!: All you have to do is to place
a piece of black insulating tape over the second
hole {not the write protect tab} and you will fool
the drive into believing it is a DD disk and relief will

ensue. I say to use black lape because, although
mosl are just mechanical, some of these sensors
are optical and masking tape can let enough light
through to allow the sensor to lrigger

Another Diskussion
ll seems to be the Season of the Disk (to mis-
quote Donovan). Another customer ran into a dif'
lerent problem but one which we may see a lot
of This person is using an Aurora with a Super
Gold Card and a Qubide and his hard drive rolled
over and played dead. The problem we have
these days is that the Qubide does not seem to
recognise many drives any more. I have a few
here, varying from 1Gb to 40Gb but all of these
are not seen by the interface. the question is

whether this is a problem with the code or the
controller chip.
It would seem that the Qubide code can address
larger disks because it is being supplied with the

Qxx and that is using many different drives so I

would suspect that the actual chip that does the
interfacing is where the problem may lie but the
question is what do we do about it? ls this an in-

surmountable problem with the Qubide or is

lhere away to tackle it? Given my previous com-
ments on the onward march of progress it may
wellbe we willbe swamped by demands tor disk
drives to service those users who have been
happily relying on their systems for a few years
now
This is, of course, not the only problem here. The
IDE Parallel ATq {PATA} standard that we have
used for so long is being replaced by the new,
faster Serial ATA tSAm) drives. lt is already the
case that it is cheaper to buy some SATA drives
than it is to buy similar sized PATA ones. At the
moment the PATA interface is clinging on be-
cause there are no SATA Optical drives out there
but it will only be a matter of time before these
appear and then the fate of the PATA interface
willbe sealed. The SATA interface is very appeal-
ing to PC board designers because it takes up
very little space on the board itself. lt is also
good because the cables are a lot smaller so the
airflow within the case is much improved - good
news when you consider how hot many of
today's chips can get. Not so good news for
those of use who cannot use the new drives at
all.

Size lsn't Everything
It is quite astonishing to many QL Users that the
smallest drive you can buy these days is 40Gb.
For a QL that would be complete overkill but for
a PC it is very small. For this reason disk drives
continue to get bigger and bigger The market is
driven by its largest consumers. lf we can get 40
and BOGb drives working with the Qubide I

cannot think what anyone would do with the
space available. Even Tony Firshman's endlessly
redundant backups would be hard put to it to fill
the space.
One solution to the drive problem would be to
use a laptop drive. There are still some quite
small laptop drives available and there are quite a

few adaptors to convert the large 3.5" drive
interface to the smaller 2.5" ones. I have had
some success in getting some of these to work
with the Qubide although they have been older
ones lhat I have removed from laptops when
upgrading them to larger capacity drives. They
are often quieter and fasler than the 3.5" drives
even though their spin speed is slower My
MinisQL uses a small laptop drive.
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I think this magazine would be interested to hear
from anyone who is using a modern disk drive
with an Aurora and what makes and models do
work. Publishing a list like that would be very
useful to other people.
It is hard to work out how many Qubides are still

in use. I do get a few requests for upgrades to
the ROM {Thank you, by the way to those peo-
ple who returned their ROM and GAL chips to
me afler my appeal in this column a while ago.)

There is a certain die hard, dogged, persistence
to some QL Users and many want to use native
hardware whenever possible. Even substituting
an Aurora board would be considered to be not
the 'done thing'. This was an attitude lhat was
very prevalent some time back although it does
seem to have taken a back seat now we have
some excellent emulations available to us.

QL in a Suitcase
Speaking of emulators, I was amazed to get a
request for a copy ol QPC2 from Roger Goldley
Roger was one of my earliesl contacts in the QL
community since I tended to use my QL pretty
much as it was for the first 5 years of ownership.
This was mostly because the peripherals, how-
ever tempting, cost a small fortune so I had to
lorgo the pleasures of extra memory and a

dedicated colour monitor until second user parts
became available. Roger had always eschewed
the use of emulations because he was con-
cerned with processes that worked on the CPU
itself. Howevet he came to realise that he could
allocate more memory and hard drive space by
running stuff on QPC2 and when he suddenly
saw that, because it would run using the native
PC clock speed he was sold on the idea of
getting his assembly work done in super fast
time. I have no doubt, though, that most of his

work will still be on his wonderful hybrid, mutated
QLs,
He is the David Croneburg of the QL He usually
visits us at some point during the summer trme

{unfortunately we missed each other this year
when he was over from Spain) and presents me
with some new build or other: Two QLs welded
together or some other strange construct. When
we first corresponded it was about the concept
of a portable QL. We were both keen on the idea
of having a QL you could carry around with you
and we discussed ways of building a 'QL laptop'
His technical knowledge was much more ad-
vanced than mine {not hard really} and, in his
letter lsee that I missed the fruition of his earlier
idea. He writes 'l have FINALLY come up with the

Portable LCD screen QL that we talked about in

l99mumble, I have just built a second one in a
CD-ROM black case'
I have tried to get Roger to write about his QL
hybrids for this magazine for some time - now I

really feel it is time that he should do that.
tspecially if he could provide photographs of his

creations.

QL is 21
ll all goes according to plan you should be read-
ing this at the QL is 2i event, or for those of you
who could not make it there, at some point just

after I suppose it is a remarkable thing that a
compuler that started life 21 years ago with its
Operating System on a dongle on the side and
some very adverse press coverage should still
be around. lhave said before that we do tend to
live in a bubble and, when lattended the show in
Norwich a while back I realised that other sys-
tems stili have their adherents and devotees but
it is somewhat strange that the QL itself has
none of the major attractions that have kept
some machines alive. For the Spectrum it was a

wealth of strange games and the Atari was a

favourite with musicians for its Cubase soltware.l
am not sufficiently attuned to the other systems
to know which are still in use and supported but
maybe it would be a useful exercise to find out.
There will be the usual questions asked at the
show about the'Future of the QL' but I suspect it
will be fairly meaningless. ln the end our survival
is in the the hands ol the users, the members of
Quanta and the readers of this magazine, and it is
up to them what happens to it. ln some ways we
have a tendency not to shout loudly enough and
cheer the innovators in the community (although I

have tried, over the years, in this column to cele-
brate the best in the 'Honourable Mentions in

Despatches' section). There are some people,
without whom, we would have folded long ago
and we should cherish these people and make
them realise how appreciated they are.
It is an odd little system and we sometimes have
prosaic demands ol it. We should be pushing its
boundaries but somehow we don't do that.
People ask for QL internet access but there is no
way that the QL could ever cornpete as an lnter-
net experience with a Windows PC, MAC or
LINUX system. tmail, maybe, but web browsing
would be a real challenge (go on prove me
wrong!). On the other hand the system lends
itself to small uselul programs. The colour drivers
and work on changing the system to cope with
all the new facilities have made it a real delight to



use and look at. QDT has been a joy to use,

{especially since I watched it through its develop-
ment) and is my system oi choice for a front end.
Let us hope that the next 21 years will be as
interesting.

Last word
One last word and little smirk for those wonderful
people at Dell, One piece of technological pro-
gress I have mentioned in these pages before is

the demise of the floppy drive. Long seen as a
white elephant by the PC world and scorned by
many users it has gradually been phased out.
Sometimes when I build PCs I offer to add a

floppy and get told 'What for? I have no use for
this'.
Well Dell made a high end blade server Costs a
fortune and comes without a floppy drive. The
users, who called us up at work in some kind of
panic today had to reinstall the Operating System

{Windows 2003 Small Business Server). Not a
problem you may think since this is on a CD. But

the server is running a Raid array {where you
have two or more disks mirroring andlor striping
the data for security and speed). During the
install process Windows asks you to 'Press F6 if
you need to install a third party driver' {i.e. the
driver for a SCSI or RAID system. With me so
far? All seems fine until you get further down the
line and Windows asks for the driver for the third
party system. 'lnsert a floppy containing.....' [r
how? There is no option to run from a CD, no
way out other than inserting a {loppy disk and
you have no floppy disk drive and, even worse,
no interface on the board to connect one. lf you
don't pul it in the system cannot see a drive and
aborts.
Now this is a problem both with the Dell desig-
ners and wilh lhose wonderful people at Micro-
soft both of whom should have seen it coming
but it does make you chuckle does it not?
One of those cases when technology overtakes
itself in the fast lane and, while making rude ges-
tures at its slower; plodding self over its shoulder,
crashes into a solid brick wall.

Right - here we are with another issue of QL
Ioday. 3 1i2 months have passed by since the last
issue was released, and I had problems filling this
issue. Was it summer-time related? Maybe nol, it is
already near the end of October
Yesterday I was wondering how I would fill in the
last half remaining page? X-mas and New Year
wishes? A bit early for Christmas, but on the other
hand, I cannot see me having another issue ready
in less lhan two months time ... unless a miracle
happens.
So, how about you working on that Miracle?

Please provide any material for lhe next issue by
November; 261h, at the very latest.
I am still waiting for some material which was
promised but has nol arrived lor in time for this
issue. Still it will make a good start next issue - if it
arrives ihint).

ln case the miracle does not beccme reality: what
would you prefer?

Having a 30-40 pages issue more or less in time,

or rather wait another month and get a thicker
issue?
Please lel us know: QLtoday@J-M-S.com

To help you to decide, The postage for a 40 page
or 60 page issue is the same, so I would prefer

sending as much information as possible.

We do not collect News at the beginning of the
produclion ol QL Today, we collect them in the
middle and at the end, to ensure you are as
up-to-date as possible.

As we have no show-dates before March {Sief
just gave me the next show date for Eindhoven,
25th of March) I can not combine the release of
the next issue with another show - March would
be a bit too late {l hope).

My preference would therefore be, lel's work
together on having a Christmas/New Year issue -

I am prepared for it, bul I need your arlicles, your
feedback, your tests, your reports
lf it becornes obvious thal no issue will be ready
in time, I will send it as soon as it is filled in a way
you have some to expect from QL Today. lt will
then be sent in January or early February ,... and
plan lo have nexl issue ready at [indhoven or a
UK show next year - in April, maybe?

Let's hope for a miracle... and in case il does not
happen'

The QL Today team wishes you Merry
Christmas and all the best for 2006!



Many of you may be wondering why the US show planned for early Octobet was
cancelled so late.
It was being organised by Al Boehm. He found a hotel near Boston, and an
announcement was made earlier this year Unfortunately he had the great misfortune to
have a serious stroke. This left him wheelchair bound, and we were naturally reluctant to
raise the matter of the show The good news is that he is now able to put aside the
wheelchair and is continuing to recover He said he was really keen to make the show
happen.
I tried to conlact the hotel that he had arranged, but unfortunately it seems in the
meantime to have gone out of business.
Bill Cable reluctantly decided a few weeks ago that the show had to be postponed. fven
if we could find an alternative venue, it was unlikely we would be able to inform visitors in
time
It is hoped that a show can be organised for March/April next year - watch this space
We wish Al a continued recovery from his awful experience this year

We are near the end of the year - a time when most of the year's shows have been held,
but plans have still to be made for the coming year's shows.
This year there have been relatively few shows with just three in the UK and three in the
Netherlands. Plans for a North American show had to be abandoned, partly because of
the illness of Al Boehm
Two of the Netherlands shows were local and the third international. Attendance at the
international show was reasonable, although, disappointingly, there was no great interest
for presentations or activities, Once again we ended the day socially in the New Canton
restaurant.

Quanta had a well attended show and AGM at Hove, but Byfleet in September disappoin-
ted. Perhaps it was held too near the big Portsmouth QL is 21 show. This issue of QL
Today will be released at Portsmouth, and we hope this show will be as successful as
Q12004 was last year However in the last few weeks before the show Quanta had
concerns over the low number of hotel and dinner bookings.
North America may organise a show in the Boston area in Spring 2006 and Quanta has
provisionally chosen the weekend of Bth/9th April for its 2006 AGM at a yet to be
determined location in the North of tngland. This is a date for your diary.

The Hove Show is in the planning stage.

This time last year QL ]lbday posed several questions about shows,
Do you want any more QL meetings?
Do they serve any useful purpose or should we stop them?
Do you want one major yearly event? lf so, where?
What time suits you best?
ls this lack of attendance purely the result of a lack of new products?

All these queslions are still relevant today, with the possible exception of the last. 2005
has been the best year for new software products for some considerable time.


